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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

THE REPORT

CHICAGO WHITE SOX
WIN WORLD'S SERIES
FROM N. Y. GIANTS

ANNUAL ELECTION OF GRAND
MASONIC BODIES

FRIDAY OCTOBER 19, 1917

FEDERAL GRAND
JURY DISCHARGED

UP-

ON CONDITIONS AT
INSANE ASYLUM

NUMBER
SANTA FE RED CROSS
HOLDS BIG MEETING AND
ELECTS ANNUAL OFFICERS

159

FINAL DECISION
N. M. CENTRAL
NOT YET MADE

Resumng play in Chicago Saturday,
The annual meeting of the Santa
when each team had two games to
re
Chapter of the Red Cross was
its credit, the Chicago White Sox
held Thursday night at the Elks'
and the New York. Giants staged
Lodge room. The meeting was in the
one of the
and most excitnature of a Patriotic Rally. A special
WORE FINISHED AT LAS ing games .raggedest
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WITH
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and
third,
Parker. The annual reports of the
nobody
out.' Looked bad for the great southofficers and committees were read.
The treasurer's report showed that
paw, who is awfully wrong) when he
A request upon Governor W. E.
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lastjed to the relief, as Eddie Cicotte New Mexico Asylum for the Insane
meetings at
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week, concluding late Saturday night. was. ' With only a few seconds to for $30,000 from the state's war fund.
The Masons and other citizens of warm up, lie faced a tough prop-La- s to be expended in increasing the,U. S. District Court
with the thanks of the court. The the National Red Cross fund. ThejMunoz and party with a delegation
Cruces proved to be royal en- - osition.
He retired the side with capacity if the institution, resulted
Albuaueraue grand jury had been in session ex- chairman of the sewing committee of prominent New Mexico citizens,
in the appointing of a committee
Term Opens Oct. 22.
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November
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Meeting This Morning
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REGULATIONS

TRADINGWTH ENEMY
NEW ACT PUT INTO EFFECT A8
WAR MOVE BY PRESIDENT'S
PROCLAMATION.
Authority for Enforcement la Delegated to Several Government Department and to the War
Trade Board.
VHtffl Newspaper Union Newe Bervlre.
Washington. President
Wilson
Monday issued the regulations for the
with
the
trading
enemy act. They
conconstitute the rnoBt
trol of every phase of Intercourse between the United States and the rest
of the world. They give legal force
to every move of the United States
In casting about Germany an economic
barrier which will compel her into
submission.
Not only do the new regulations
provide for cutting off trade between
the United States and Germany, but
they do the fo"owlng:
Cut off trade with Germany's allies.
Cut off trade with those who do
trade with either Germany or her allies.
Provide custodians for all enemy
property In the United States.
Spcial Licenses To Be Required.
Require special licenses for trade
or Intercourse with any enemy or ally of an enemy within the United
States.
Authorise the secretary of the treasury to Investigate and supervise all
foreign exchange and prevent its
working to the advantage to the enemy.

Empower the secretary of the treasury to stop the taking from or Into
the United States of any communica
tion other than by mail, telegraph,
cable or wireless.
Officially create a censorship board,
consisting of representatives of the
secretaries of war and of the navy,
postmas'T general, war trade board
and committee on public information
to censor mail, cable, radio and other
means of communication.
Authorize the Federal Trade Commission to keep secret sny patents
that may be developed for the interest
of the United States and to provide
for working in the United States under patents held by enemies or allies
of the enemy.
Right to Censor Foreign Papers.
Vest in the postmaster general the
authority to censor foreign language
publications.
Charge the secretary of state with
control over the entry Into and egress
from the United States of enemies or
allies of the enemy.
Authorize the secretary of commerce to hear appeals from refusals
of custom officers to grant clearance
papers to vessels.
Charge the attorney general with
the enforcement of the criminal sections of the trading with the enemy
act.
Empower the President to regulate
Imports as well as exports.
It Is In the definition of "enemy"
and "allv of enemy" that the regulations will be of Importance to every
citizen of the United States. In an
official statement accompanying the
regulations, this Is said of the definitions:
"It Is highly Important that every
citizen of the United 8tates should
himself with
promptly familiarize
these definitions, for his own protection and for the loval support of the
government In Its efforts to wage the
war to a successful conclusion."
Enemy Defined In Full Detail.
These are the definitions:
"Any person, of no matter what nationality, who resides within the territory of the German empire, or the
the
territory of any of Its allies, or milterritory occupied by any of their
itary forces, Is expressly made an 'enemy' or an 'ally of the enemy.' "
Thus those American citizens who
have remained within these territor

Jury Indicts Liquor Runner.
Pueblo. A number of Indictments
were returned by the federal grand
Jury which has been In session here
for more than a week past. Included
In the number were several based on
charges of violation of the Reed
amendment prohibiting tne shipment
of liquor into a state where Its sale
Is not allowed, one against Enos P.
t
Schen of Denver for alleged
at the Denver mint, and one
against Walter Lang, a Ute Indian,
upon a charge of stealing a government check by forging his thumb-mark- .
U. 8.

embez-tlemen-

are nevertheless

enemies for the
purpose of these regulations.
"Any person, no matter where residing or of what nationality, who la doing business within these territories
Is made an enemy or To ally of an
enemy. This, of course, applies with
special force to the border neutrals,
and It Is this definition that will give
great force to the embargo.
"Any person who there is reasonable or its allies is an enemy or an
ally of an enemy, no matter where lo
cated."
Not only Is it made unlawful to
trade with the persons and firms defined above, but It is unlawful to trade
with:
"Any person who there Is reasoncause to believe Is acting for or on
account of, for the benefit of an en
emy or an ally of the enemy, whoever
and wherever they may be.
It Is pointed out In the President's
order that In dealing with subjects of
Germany who are residents of the Unit
ed States It must be remembered that
their nationality does not prevent or
dinary commercial intercourse with
them. The test of their "enmity" in
this law Is whether they are trading
with or for the benefit of the father
land. It Is pointed out that they may
be Interned under other provisions of
law.
President Defines Trading Minutely.
"Trading" Is defined minutely as:
(A) To pay, satisfy, compromise.
or give security for the payment or
satisfaction of any debt or obligation
(B) To draw, accept, pay, present
for acceptance or payment, or Indorse
any negotiable Instrument or chose in
action.
(C) To enter Into, carry on, com
plete, or perform any contract, agreement or obligation.
(D) To buy, sell, loan, or extend
credit, trade In, deal with, exchange,
transfer, assign or othertransmit,
wise dispose of or receive any form
of property.
(K) To have any form of business
or commercial communication or intercourse with.
To enforce and administer all of
these provisions the President creates
the War Trade Hoard. This board for
good and sufficient reasons may license the trading prohibited generally.
It thus will have absolute control of
practically every phase of world trade
in which Germany or her agents enter
or may try to enter.
The War Trade Board Is the same
in personnel as the Exports Administrative Board heretofore operating.
Vance McCormlck is chairman and
represents the secretary of state; the
secretary of the treasury has not appointed his representative; Dr. Alonzo
E. Taylor represents the Department
of Agriculture; Thomas D. Jones represents the secretary of commerce;
Beaver White the food administration,
and Frank C. Munson the shipping
board.
ies:
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Town Burns; 1,000 Sheep Poisoned.
Fairplay, Colo. Five hundred of a
flock of 5,000 sheep belonging to Harold Chambers of Hartzell were dead in
the pens Saturday morning when the
herders entered to care for them. During the day about 500 more died, and
the evidence Is that the animals were
poisoned. Saturday night, after working all day, the flock masters believed
they had overcome the epidemic and
Mr.
will be able to save the others.
Chambers believes that the sheep
were poisoned. This Is the third loss
of the last two weeks, and has caused
considerable uneasiness. Friday night
Alma, a small mining town near here,
was almost destroyed by fire. Two
weeks ago the haystacks at a ranch
near this city were burned by fire
from a cigarette, and the owner believes the fire was Btarted with intent
to destroy his hay and farm buildings.
These three losses are blamed upon
a coterie of I. W. W. here, especially
as the owner of the farm property believes he has traced the destruction of
his hay to one of them.
Ireland May Be Chosen Cardinal.
Rome. Another American cardinal
possibly Archbishop Ireland may
be chosen at a consistory which the
Agenzia Volta unofficially announces
will probably be held late In November or in December,
7,500,000 tons, compared to 13,000,000
tons in 1913.

President Wilson Issue Proclamation.
The administration
Washington.
appealed to America in a presidential
proclamation to make the second Liberty loan even a greater success than
the first, which was oversubscribed
more than 50 per cent. The president's proclamation set aside Wednesday, October 24th, as Liberty, day, and
asks that patriotic celebrationis be held
everywhere in the Interest of the loan.
A
Is to be granted to all
employes of the federal government
balf-hollda-

Germany' Wheat Yield Below Normal.
The press association,
London.
from a reliable source, publishes an
economic review of the condition of
the central pew en, In the course of
which It says that as a result of a
special Investigation ordered by the
German chancellor of the 191 harvest
It Is estimated that the yield will be
in normal
10 per cent lower than
year for wheat and 45 per cent lower
for rye, oats and barley. The total
harvest of wheat and rye amounts to

Will Feed Wheat to Livestock.
Oklahoma City. Half a million
bushels of wheat will be fed to 'livestock in Oklahoma this fall. It Is indicated by reports received by the
State Council of Defense from twenty-thre- e
Western counties. In most of
the counties an increased acreage of
wheat planted is Indicated, but no hope
Is held out that planting will be further stimulated by an Increase of a
few cents a bushel possible under ne"w
marketing arrangements.

Onion Output Double 1911 Crop.
Enormous Increases
Washington.
la production of fall onions, cabbage
and beans over last year are shown
la estimates announced by the Department of Agriculture. Fall onion production is forecast at 13,554,150 bushels, compared with 7,832,700 last year.
The acreage this year Is 41.300 against
Production of cab28,400 last year.
bages is forecast at 691.920 tons, compared with 252.310 tons last year. The
acreage Is 73,200 against 40,800 last
year. Almost double the quantity of

beans is forecast, with a total of
bushels In the five principal
growing states New York, Michigan.
Colorado, New Mexico and California.

Japan to Loan

Money to China.
Peking. China and Japan have
signed an agreement concerning the
lease of the Kirln Chang Chun railway, Manchuria. Japan will loan China
6,400,000 yen at i per cent for a period of thirty years.

"Wife," 72, Shoots at Cunningham.
Joslin, Ma Mrs. Tibitha Taylor. 72,
is to the city jail her after aa allseed attempt to shoot end klU T. W.
Cunningham, former millionaire baak- he la said to have refused
i
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War Purposes.
SAVE FOOD AND LEND MONEY
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PERISH

Big Drive Throughout

Nation Coming
How All
Week of October
Must Unite to Whip Kaiser
and Bring Peace Again.

BABIES

8

food-pledg- e

,...

docVacy

adventur'Ihar

wiii

determine whether or not a demo
cratic form of government is, after
all, fitted to engage in a death grapple
with autocracy.
The food pledge week campaign resolves Itself Into an effort to secure
as a result of voluntary agreement
pledges Insuring the general support
for the well defined program of food
The food pledge cam- conservation,
palgn represents an effort to Induce
many of the American homes as
possible to unite In a common policy.
Our wheat reserves can oe conservea
Our meat re
if everybody helps.
serves can be conserved If the whole
public
The American people are asked to
join together In a common conservation policy. As evidence that they are
supporting this policy they are asked
to bang a card denoting membership
In the United States food administration in their window. In order that
the conservation policy may be understood, the reason for It made plain
and the manner of observing It rendered certain. Instruction cards "The
War Creed of the Kitchen" are to be
hung In the home.
And that Is what the national food
nledce week campaign Is all about

He 8tnicfc.
A mud-beroggled Tommy was plod--1
Golden Company Retains Formula.
ding wearily toward the base when a
Golden. The right to make porce- subaltern stopped him.
lain, a suit involving millions and a
"Do yon know that your regiment Is
secret formula, has been given the
the front line now? Why aren't you
Herold China and Pottery Company there T" he asked.
of Golden, In which the Coors are in"Well, sir," Tommy explained, "we
terested. In a legal decision in the
Just going over the top when the
United States District Court at Colum- officer snoutea: 'Sinae ior noma ana
bus. Ohio.
glory. lads!' All the others struck for
but I struck for home."
a promise to marry her. The shoot- glory,
ing Is said to have occurred in the
Hands and Fingers.
apartment occupied both by Mrs. Taylor and Cunningham.
Mrs. Taylor
Nearly everything of money value la
says they hare occupied the aame this world gets Its worth from the
room for the last eighteen years and human touch, according to Industrial
The Midas
were the aame as "man and wife." Management magaalne.
They were known here as "common hand of humanity turns whatever It
law marriage mates."
angers Into Its representative weight
In gold. Diamonds gain their high
value not only from rarity but because
Jury Frees Green's Slsyer.
ton of the earth;? soil hare to be
Dearer. William R. (Back) Seay, handled to find one little stone. Gold
slayer of Edward C Green, was acquit Itself gets Its worth not merely from
ted by Jury ta the West Side Court scarcity but from the Immense work
la accumulating one ounce.
d
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Weetern Newepaper Union Newe Servlee.
Petrograd, Oct. 16. German forces

e

Negro Slays Wife snd Officer; Killed
Danville, Va. Walter Clark, a negro who murdered his wife in their
home and afterward barricaded him
self in a house, where he shot and
killed a policeman .who attempted to
arrest him, and then probably fatally
wounded Deputy Sheriff Bolsseau, was
killed when he attempted to escape.
Fire was set to the building and the
negro was forced by smoke and
His
flames to leave the structure.
body was riddled with bullets. Two
spectators also were Injured.

Brig. Gen. John A. Johnston, Jr, has
taken up the duties sf his new pest as
commsnder of the Northeastern district with headquarters at Beaten, succeeding Major General Edwards.

RESIGNS

VON CAPELLE
GERMAN

NAVY CHIEF QUITS IN
PLOT SCANDAL.

Capt. Von Papen and Seventeen Oth,
era Indicted on Charge of Placing
"Cigar" Bombs on Lutitania.
Weatern Newepaper Union Newe Servlee.
Amsterdam, Oct. 3. Vice Admiral

von Capelle, the German minister of
marine, has resigned, according to the
Frankfurter Zeitung.
A Berlin dispatch received here says
that at a meeting of the Reichstag
Thursday, Georg Ledebour, Social
Democratic leader, was called to order for declaring that all must be
convinced Chancellor Mlchaelts was
absolutely incapable in his office, both
as regards capacity and character.
The first evidence of mutiny in the
fleet was an act aboard a ship whose
captain was notorious as a bully, ac
cording to information received here.
A sick sailor, refusing to obey orders,
was placed under arrest.

which landed on the Russian Island of
Oesel, at the head of the Gulf of Riga,
on Friday, occupied Arensburg, the
capital of the island, on Saturday, it
was announced Monday by the Russian war office. Arensburg is on the
southern shore of Oesel island. The
northern group of German warships,
the statement adds, dispatched a torpedo boat squadron between the
islands of Oesel and Dago, which
pressed back the Russian patrols. Russian naval forces reinforced the patrol
and accepted battle, whereupon the
German ships retired.
The Baltic fleet has issued a statement that It may be expected to do
its full duty in attempting to block
the advance of the enemy.
Little fighting was reported In
Flanders, although the artillery of
both sides kept up their bombardments.
The French repelled several attacks
around Verdun, and Gen. Halg is credited with several small raids on his
front.
On the Julian front the Italians
shattered repeated attacks of the
and the official reports say the
enemy lost heavily.
Aus-trla-

Washington. A censorship of mails
leaving this country is being planned.
Washington, Oct. 15. Official Washington was keenly interested in reports from London and elsewhere that
German troops recently were paraded
before Emperor William of Germany
without
their rifles, presumably
through fear that violence might be
attempted against the kaiser. Nothing
official was known regarding the incident, however, nor the report that German soldiers on the eastern front
"boo ed" Field Marshal von Hlnden-burduring a recent visit.
g

New York, Oct. 13. Capt. Franz von
Amsterdam, Holland. The Maas-boPapen, former attache of the German
says it learns that all Dutch
embassy in Washington, who is now
in Europe, and seventeen other men shipping to England has been stopped
were indicted by a federal grand Jury. on account of the pending differences
They are charged with placing bombs between Great Britain and Holland.
in the Lusitania and many other ships
in 1915.
force
German
Petrograd. The
Assistant United States Attorney which landed on Oesel island, in the
James W. Osborn, II, made a hasty Gulf of Riga, under cover of ninety
presentation of the evidence to the war vessels, had occupied up to 10
grand Jury following the arrest of o'clock Saturday morning the whole
three of the alleged conspirators.
northern and eastern part of the
were within twelve versts
Nine T. N. T. bombs,- or "cigars,1 island
as they were called, had been placed of Arensberg,
on the southern
In the Lusltania's hold Just before she shore, according
to an announcesailed on her last voyage, In March, ment made by the general staff.
1915.
The Russians still occupy Serel Point
This Information was carried to the and the Svorb peninsula on the southUnited States by Martin linen, a Ger western coast.
man lawyer, who edits a department
With the armies in Flanders halted
of a New York German newspaper.
by rains which have made the battle
front a sea of mud. Interest centers
Wilson Issues Appeal te Banks,
on Russia. The Germans have taken
Wilson the Island of Oesel at the Outf of Riga,
President
Washington.
sounded a call for the mobilization of and Russians expect an Immediate
all the nation's gold reserves under move on Petrograd.
the supervision of the federal reserve
Nothing has been announced to
board. In a statement, made public show that the enemy has attempted
through the board, the President to attack the mainland of western
called upon all eligible
Esthonla, nor haa there beea any instate banks and trust companies to dication that the Russian front In this
Join the federal reserve system with- region has been moved.
out further delay, that they may "conThe French repelled several attribute their share" to the consolidat tempted raids by the Crown Prince's
ed gold reserves of the country, snd troops around Verdun.
The morale of the German troops on
aid more effectively In "a vigorous
prosecution and successful termination the Flanders front Is being shattered
of the war."
rapidly by the constant assaults of
Gen. Haig, who clings to all gains
Wilson Sees Troops "Go Over Top." made.
The Slav war office has announced
Washington. President Wilson saw
American soldiers go through all the that the weakening of the Kronstadt
and
thrilling work of trench warfare. In garrison has menaced Petrograd,
out for all Ruscluding "going over the top," cutting a plea has been sent
diffithrough wire entanglements and using sians to forget their political
the bayonet in the "enemy trench." culties and unite to meet the expected
The drill was carried out at Washing drive.
ton barracks by American engineers
Rio Janeiro. The Brazilian governtraining there. It was the commander-in-chief- s ment
purposes to utilize seised Gerfirst glimpse of what Amer
ica's army will be called upon to per- man steamers for the organization of
International steamship lines.
form on the fields of France.
-

Billion Needed to Supply Army.
Washington. In a proclamation des
Ignating Oct. 24 as Liberty day, on
which patriotic meetings shall be held
and the savings of the people poured
forth for the support of their country,
President Wilson uttered an inspiring
appeal for a tremendous oversubscrip
tion of the second Liberty loan. Billions of dollars are needed, says the
President, because the "might of the
United States Is being mobilized and
organized to strike a mortal blow at
autocracy in defense of outraged
American rights and of the cause of
Fire
Grain
81,200,000,
Lou
New York
liberty."
New York. Reports of Incendiaries
in connection with a disastrous water Sox Now Kings of Baseball World,
front fire which destroyed an elevator
Polo Grounds, New York, Oct. 16.- of grain In The
and "- -'00
Chicago White Sox are the world's
Brooklyn were received when Fire baseball champions of 1917. They
Chief Kenton issued a statement say scored their fourth and deciding vic
ing the cause of the blaze would be tory over the New York Giants here
The property
rigidly investigated.
Monday afternoon, 4 to 2. Saturday
loss was estimated at more than
they defeated the New York Giants, 8
$1,200,000.
to 5, after the Giants had won the two
games played in New York, 2 to 0, and
Report Twenty Villa Bandits Hanged, 5 to 0. The Sox won the first two
Juarez, Mexico. Passengers arriv games played in Chicago, 2 to 1 and
lag here from the South report seeing 7 to 2.
the bodies of twenty Mexicans bang-ains to telegraph wires along the MexlIowa Made "Dry" Permanently.
can Central right of way between Tor- Des Moines, Iowa. With an estimat
reon ana uninuanua.
Mexican oin- ed majority of 30,000 to 35,000 Iowa
dais say the bodies are those of Villa voters decided to prohibit the manu
followers, who a few days since at- facture and sale of liquor In this state
tacked a military train, mistaking It by constitutional amendment.
The
for a passenger train.
state has been dry by statutory provi
sion for two years. The amendment
Government May Own Railroads.
becomes effective immediately.
Washington. "The exigencies of
war may force government ownership
British Losses Reveal Big Drop.
of the American railroads In the surA war office statement
London.
statea
near
future,"
says
prisingly
the
week British casual.
past
places
ComConference
the
Issued
ment
by
ties at the following figures: Dead
mittee on National Preparedness.
311 officers, 2,965 men. Wounded or
misslnr 862 officers; 13,967 men. ToJapan te Build
Announcement haa been tal 1,173 officers, 16,332 men. Grand
Tokio.
made that Japan will build thirty sub- total 17,505. This is a marked de
crease from the previous week.
marine boats next year

huss

s
-

"
cneonui, ' says woman, in,
Galesburg, 111. If you want to live
to be 104 years old, get married and
This is the advice,
keep cheerful.
based on experience, of Mrs. Annlcla
Hawver, who celebrated the 104th an-Iniversary of her birth at Aledo. She
VM bora at Grafton, Vt was twice
e
married and the mother of five
dreIli an 0f whom she has outlived.

BRITISH WIN NEW RAIDS
HOLLAND,

Western Newepaper Union News Service.

e

ARENSBURQ CAPTURED BY TEUTONS IN RIGA GULF MOVE AS
AIRPLANES TAKE PART.

IN DEFIANCE OF BRIT
AIN'S REQUE8T, STOPS ALL
8HIPMENT8 TO ENGLAND.

AND

MOTHERS
TURKS.

London. "His majesty's armed mer
cantile cruiser Champagne, acting
Capt. Percy G. Brown, R. N., in com
mand, has been torpedoed and sunk.
men were
Five officers and fifty-onlost."
Two hundred and fifty lives were
lost when the steamer Medie was torpedoed Sept. 23 in the western Mediterranean, says a Reuter dispatch
from Paris. The explosion of the torpedo detonated the munitions In the
ship's cargo. There were more than
500 passengers on board the steamer,
including soldiers and prisoners of
war.
The British armed mercantile crui
ser Champagne has been sunk and
the mine sweeping sloop Begonia is
Jelanda I the eldest daugh- - overdue and regarded as lost, says an
Princ
ter of the king and queen f Italy, and official statement.
Charles Gordon of Philadelphia is
like them she ha endeared herself to
the only survivor of a steamer (name
the Italian peepl during the war.
not given) which was recently tor
pedoed without warning. Among those
John Hildred
TO C0NTR0LF00D NOV. 1 lost were one American,
of Newport News, one Porto Rican
and five Filipinos.
GET
MIDDLEMEN
TO
REQUIRED
New York. Burial alive of babies
LICEN8E TO OPERATE.
in trenches with the bodies of their
mothers, who had been slaughtered or
to perish from exposure, was
allowed
ExSmall Dealers and Farmers Are
practiced
by the Turks In their work
empted in Preddent' Proclamathe Armenians, it
of exterminating
tion Under New Law.
was declared here by the Rev. Henry
H. Riggs, missionary of the American
board of commissioners for foreign
WMtarn Newspaper Union Newe Service.
missions to Harput, Turkey, who re
Washington. The machinery of the
back to this country. A
ood administration was set in motion cently came
was dug beside a camp of Arto complete preparations for govern- - trench
as they
ment control on Nov. 1 of twenty of menian women, he said, and forced
survivors' were
America's principal foodstuffs. Author- - met death the
to drag their bodies to it and bury
to assume supervision ore in.
them.
...
.
leading aruCie. 01 u.ei
'Then gendarmes said they could
neroerj. nuu.. ay yrui...ui.Uu
take care of the babies that were
not
iresiueni vrusuu.
left behind, so many of those were
unaer me terms 01 me oruor,
with their mothers," Dr. Riggs
censes win oe requirea ior uie manu- - buried
said. "When I visited this camp I fre
facture, storage, importation and dls- saw Turks wandering about
trlbution of flour, bread, meats, pota- - quently
the Armenians, picking out
toes, sugar, milk, butter and dairy among
and little children to take
products, canned foods, rice, staple pretty togirls
their homes.
away
corn-arother
and
stipulated
vegetables
'Some mothers told us that they
modifies. Farmers and small dealers
had themselves thrown their babies
are
exempted.
specifically
than
The penalties prescribed for viola- into the Euphrates river rather
to Moslem
to
taken
them
allow
be
or
of
a
fine
are
85,000,
tion of the act
more threw themselves
homes.
Imprisonment of not more than two into the Many
river to escape a bondage of
years,
shame worse than death."

RUSSIANS WIN
BALTIC BATTLE

ON FRENCH SHIP

Food Administration Forces Will
Help Raise New Loan for

Washington. The food pledge campaign is projected upon broud lines,
but it is very simple and very plain.
The food administration will marshal Its whole force of half a million
campaigners organized for
week, to promote the second Liberty
loan. The week of October 21 to 28
has been set for the big drive the food
administration hus planned to enroll
all American families for food conThe Liberty loon camservation.
paign will be at Its height at the same
time. Herbert Hoover, the food administrator, In a message to the federal food administrators, and campaign mnnngers of the food enrollment
cnmpalgn, instructing them to exert
every effort to promote the Liberty
loan, called this a fortunate coincidence, since both are aimed at the
same end and each will supplement the
other. The Liberty loan, he says, will
enable the government to lend money
to the nllles, and the food pledge cam
pnign Is designed to make certain that
there shall be food available to purchase.
So simple and so plain that they
have been stated In the compass of a
card a curd that It is proposed to
hung In every home of the land a
card that Is the "war creed of the
kitchen," because, so closely are the
people In this country linked to the
world war, that one of the phnses of
the struggle must be fought out In the
American kitchen.
If soldiers are to fight, they must
be fed. For the past three years, one
by one, our allies across the sea have
been taking the men from the form
and from the factory and sending them
to the firing line. Each man sent to
n
.ho
conld be relied npon to help produce
the food that "will win the war."
If the laborer Is worthy of his hire,
surely the fighter Is worthy of his
food. That is a principle universally
accepted by the American public,
However, it is not every product that
can be sent across the sea. Corn will
not serve the need; our nllles have
never used It us a food ; they have no
mills to grind it ; turn It Into meal In
this romitrv nnd It would sdoII before
It could reach a European port. There
Just four classes of products, the
experts say, that we must send to our
allies If our duty to them is to be discharged ; they need meat, wheat, sugar
We can con
and duiry products.
serve our wheat by increasing our
consumption of other grains. We can
conserve our meat by making a great
er demnnd upon the resources of the
All of these are expedifish market.
ents known to the American house
wife.
If the United States were an auto
cratic country there would be no popu
lar appeal for the conservation of
food.
There would be an autocratic
food control. The mailed fist would
rule In the kitchen. Imperial food
decrees wonld be enforced at the
point of the bayonet. But ours Is not
an autocratic country. Food control
Is in the hands of the people themselves, and it Is to the people that
the food administration has appealed
In the food pledge card campaign.
Herbert Hoover has termed this ap
adventure in

JR.

Kalasr to Trade Potatoes to Dsns.
Copenhagen. Germany has offered
to supply a certain quantity of potatoes to Denmark. In exchange, however, Germany will expect Denmark to
supply her with articles of which she
Is In need.

'

KornllofTs Act Net High Treseen.
General Chablovsky,
Petrograd.
president of the commission of in
quiry into the Kornlloff affair, haa returned to Petrograd, and In an Interview with local newspapermen declared that he did not see In the ac
tions of General Kornlloff and the
other accused officers any character
of high treason.

Keet Baby Kidnaper Given SS Years.
Marshfleld, Mo. Claude Plersol was
found guilty of kidnaping Lloyd Keet
by a Jury and sentenced to thirty-fivyears' imprisonment.
e

$1,41,7M Is Exported.
City. In May, Jane and
July of this year silver aad gold to
the value of fl.461.79S.8i was exported from Mexico.
Mexico

e
Bread Costs 4H Cents.
Milk Plot.
Allege Nation-wid- e
San Antonio, Tex. Careful records
Chicago. Attorney General Brun-dag- e
submitted evidence to the federkept at Fort Sam Houston on the coat
of producing bread for the Southern al authorities la Chicago to prove a
department show it to be 4.308 cents nation-wid- e
plot by milk producers to
for a loaf which weighs a full sixteen raise the price of milk. Ramifications
ounces.
of this alleged conspiracy as indicated
by Mr. Brundage's evidence Included
Former Postmaster General Is Dead.
U. 8. Commandeers 600 Vessels.
the raising of a fund of $8,000 to place
Detroit, Mich. Don M. Dickinson,
600 a man frieadly to the Dairymen's InWashington,
Approximately
under
adminthe
postmaster general
American coastwise and ocean ships ternational League oa the Hoover
Finnish Parliament Meets Nov. 1.
istration of Grover Cleveland, died at of 2,300 tons or over were comman commission formed to fix a price for
deFinnish
diet has his home here. General physical
Petrograd. The
deered by the government Ships on milk. This was doae la TJUca, N. Y,
been called to meet on Nov. L
bility was the cause of his death.
the Great Lakes are not affected.
last July.
n

Army-Mad-

chll-wer-

Copper Mines Resume Operations.
Douglas, Arts. The Cananea Consolidated Copper Company, whose
Properties have been Inactive since
June, will resume operations and
omployes of the company who

Ohio Mayors Plan to Seise Coat.
Columbus, Ohio. Mayors through
out Ohio Friday prepared to seise
coal to prevent suffering, which Is
Demands for
becoming widespread.
coal are pouring In on the governor,
Publlo Utilities Commission aad the
"
atopped have been ordered to report state coal clearing house.
.

"

wmw- -.

Swedish Cabinet te Be Ubersl.
London. M. Woden, who has been
Jeffre Visits U. S. Training Camps.
Paris, Franc. Marshal Joffre left asked by King Gustav of Swedea to
m a cabinet, will attempt to con
Sunday for a two days' visit to the
struct a ministry solely of Liberals.
American training camp.

Reichstag Adopts Merchant Ship BUI.
Copenhagen. The German Reichstag
has adopted the bill for the rebuilding
of the Kaiser's merchant fleet. The
Reichstag also voted the appropriation
for the office of Vice Chancellor Dr.
Karl Helffeiich.

fr

AlUee.
Eleven Per Cent of Wheat
Of this year's wheat crop only 77,- 696,000 bushels, or About 11 per cent,
will be left for export to Ute allies aad
neutrals after the requirements of the
United States art fUM.

J

Arrest Aute Suspects With Lee.
Chicago police believed
Chicago.
they had broken up a gang of automobile thieves operating throughout
the Middle West when they arrested
five men aad recovered motor aecsa
series valued at 125,000.
a Pie Crop en One Vina.
Fennsburg, Pa. William Johaeoa
has a pumpkin vine la his garden em
which are fifteen targe puarpklas.
Each pumpkla measures from thirty
to forty laches ta drcumfereaes.

I

GERMANS SEIZE

RIGHT SEED BED OF GREAT IMPORTANCE

FAIR WARRIORS

LATE

MARKET

RUNO AND ABRO

ARMY KITCHEN PLACED ON MOTORTRUCK

GO OVER TOP

QUOTATIONS

ii

NEW OFFENSIVE LAUNCHED TO Weit.rn Newspaper Union Newe Service.
Court Looks on as Amazons Go
dbnVkh markbts.
CAPTURE SLAV BATTERIE8
to It After Case Is
Cattle.
NEAR 8EREL.
Oreae steere, good to cb. . .10.10012.00
Decided.
Ora.es steere. fair to good.. 1.00 0 10.40
75
8.00
Helfere, prime
Cowe, grassers. good to ch. 7.400
graaeere, fair to gcod 6.2607.26
TORPEDO BOATS LOST Cowe,
Cowe, canners and cutters 6.000 1.26
OFFICERS MAR ATTACK
VIOLENT ARTILLERY FIGHTING
REPORTED ON THE
PLATEAU.
BAIN-8IZZ-
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DISKING A FIELD FOR CROP OF WHEAT.

Fttm the United State

of frequent cultivation given to this crop

Department

Agriculture.)
"Make the seed bed lit for the seed.
Do not Intern' wheat worth $3 or $4
bushel for seed purposes In a condition of soil Impossible for germination."
That precaution Is urged by the
United States department of agriculture on all farmers who contemplate
d
seed of a
owing the
food this fall. To plant seed
on poorly prepared land not only
wastes the seed that does not germinate, the specialists point out, but It
may mean the loss of an entire Investment If a paying Btand is not obtained.
Right Condition of Bed.
A seed bed for wheat must be Arm,
moist, and well compacted beneath
with a mellow, finely divided upper
three Inches of soil, the specialists
advise. If wheat Is growntln rotation
with oats or after wheat, the stubble
should be plowed to a depth of at least
seven Inches Immediately after harvesting the preceding crop of grain.
The ground should be harrowed within
a few hours after plowing and cultivation with harrow, disk, drag, or roller
should be given as necessary thereafter until planting time. These operations are necessary to kill weeds,
to settle and make firm the subsoil,
and to maintain a soil mulch on the
surface. The earlier the preparation
of a seed bed for wheat is started
the better the condition of the soil
will be at planting time. Late plowing
does not allow time for thorough prephigh-price- d

high-price-

aration.
If a cultivated crop precedes wheat,

INSTRUCTIVE HINTS
FOR
Big

THE ORCHARDIST

Tree Is Not Always Most De
stable Learn to Outwit
Disease and Insects.

(By I If. BENNINGTON.) )
Plant apple trees five or six Inches
deeper than other fruit trees.
It la a mistake to assume that a big
tree will always come Into bearing
sooner than a small one.
If too big the storms may cause
them to be seriously Injured before the

roots have become thoroughly fixed.
A tree which Is Infested with Insects
will not thrive any better than a pig
covered with lice.
The farmer who starts an orchard
and has not studied the effects aof
praying might as well save his tr-rand expense. He will fall without
praying.
The Ben Davis makes a brave show
ing on the city fruit stands, but doesn't
It cause prejudice among the ignorant
against all apples?
An old broom from which most of
the brush has been worn off will re
move loose bark from the trunks of
trees, and at the same time destroy
many hiding places of insects.
A tree which Is properly sprayed and
cared for, however, seldom has any
rough bark to remove.
Do not let the pears remain on the
trees until thoroughly ripe, or they will
become soft and mealy.

CONCISE DIRECTIONS

will preserve moisture and maintain
a soil mulch. If level cultivation has
been practiced, a good seed bed easily
can be prepared by disking and harrowing after removing the crop. However, if weeds are present. It may be
advisable to plow shallow, the disk
preceding and following the plow.
Conserving Moisture.
Early plowing followed by thorough
tillage aids In catching the water which
falls and In conserving this and the
water already In the soli for use by
the wheat plants. The firm seed bed
under the mulch thus made enables
the young plants to make use of the
subsoil waters which rise when there
is a perfect union between the plowed
soil and the subsoil. Sufficient moisture Is thus assured for the germination of the seed and for the early fall
growth of the seedlings, a very important consideration. Plant' food is
also likely to be more abundant In the
soil when such methods are employed.
If the Importance of thorough tillage
were more generally recognized and
proper methods of seed-bepreparation were more widely employed
humid areas,
throughout the
there would be less frequent losses
from drought and better wheat crops
would result, the department specialists declare. In this area the mistake
Is often made of thinking there will
always be moisture enough present
for a maximum crop growth, with the
result that short crops often are obtained where more attention to moisture conservation would have assured
good yields.
d

power and clogging. The cutter bar
should be in good condition and the
knives and bar properly adjusted to
each other. If any extras are likely
to be needed for the corn binder they
snouid be on band.
Autnonnes agree that the nearer
ripe the corn is, if It contains enough
water to make good silage, the sweeter
the silage will be and consequently the
more palatable; also the greater the
amount of digestible nutrient It will
contain. Roughly speaking, a majority
of the
be dented. When
large quantities are to be cut It Is
necessary to begin before the corn la
at Its best, otherwise the last cut
will be too ripe.
Short-cu- t
silage means greater silo
capacity, less air space, and if the corn
Is a little dry, less likelihood of spoil'
ing. Short cutting, also, means re
duced capacity of the machine and
more power. II the stalks are coarse
and woody the waste is greater In long-cut silage. In fine stalked corn that
Is very green there Is less difference
between the long and short cut.
When corn Is very dry from being
overripe or frozen, It Is often neces
sary to apply water to the silage In
order to make It keep. Enough water
should be applied to moisten thorough
ly the whole mass. There Is little
danger of applying too much water.
BougMy speaking It takes one and
to two horsepower gas for
every ton per hour of green corn cut
Inch In length and blown 30
feet high. From this It will be seen
that to cut ten tons per hour
Inch long and blow Into a silo 80 feet
high will require approximately a 15
or 20 horse power gas engine. If the
same amount per hour Is cut
of an Inch long It will require
considerably more power.
ears-shou- ld
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Berlin, Oct. 17. Runo and Abro,
Islands in the Gulf of Riga, have been
occupied by the Germans.

kwie

Petrograd, Oct. 17. The German
landing force on the Russian island ot
Oesel is developing its success, the
Russian war office announced, and the
Teutons are being reinforced with ad
dltlonal troops. The Germans have inBtltuted an offensive againBt the
Svorb peninsula, in the southwestern
section of the Island, with the object
of capturing the Russian batteries at
Serel. The batteries cover the entrance to the Gulf of Riga. Two Ger
man torpedo boats were sunk, two
others were damaged and one Russian
torpedo boat went to the bottom in an
engagement Sunday in Soela sound,
north of Oesel island, the official
statement announces.
The troops of both sides are remain
ing in the trenches in Flanders, but
the British artillery Is keeping up a
ceaseless bombardment of the German lines, and a new infantry thrust
is expected as soon as the weather
permits.
Paris reports the repulse ot several
German attacks around Verdun. On
the Alsne the artillery fighting was
less intense, but the fighting on the
right bank of the river Thearl was especially severe.
Violent artillery fighting has been
resumed on the Bainsizza plateau, over
which the Italians conducted
fcja- cent offensive operations. Further
portant fighting Is expected in that
quarter.
i

SANTA FE ENGINE EXPLODES.

Three Denver Men Killed and Two
Hurt as Engine Blows Up.
Denver. Three men were instantly
killed and two injured when a giant
Mikado engine of the Santa Fe rail
road, hauling a freight train Bouth,
blew up at the Orsa block house, twen
miles south of Denver, Tuesday morning, throwing wreckage over
a radius of 700 feet and causing big
property damage. Lack of water in
the boiler caused the terrific explosion, railroad men agree.
Coming without warning, the exploboiler 150
sion threw the thirty-tofeet ahead, dropping It into a ditch, a
demolished heap of metal fit only for
scrap iron. The engineer and brake-mawere burled back 250 feet, the
crumpled bodies of the two men alighting within ten feet of each other, one
between the tracks and the other at
the side of the right of way.
The Dead Gus H. Clink, 38, engineer, Denver; F. F. Root, 30, fireman,
Denver, and John Milnes, 39, brake-man- .
The Injured Richard Bell, 30, fireman, of Walsenburg, compound fracture of arm, and J. J. Hertnecky, student fireman; arm broken.
New War Loan Oversubscribed.
Washington. The government's latest offer of certificates of indebtedness, $300,000,000 at 4 per cent, has
been heavily oversubscribed.

MAR8HALL TO 8PEAK IN STATE
Vice President Will Start Speaking
Campaign In Denver, Oct 28.
Denver. Vice President Thomas R.
Marshall will begin a speaking tour In
Colorado Oct. 29 to arouse the war
spirit of the nation by a series of ad
dresses on "Why America Entered the
War and What We Must Do to Win
It." The vice president will come to
Denver from Arizona, arriving here
Oct. 28, where he will meet his secretary, Mark Thistlewalte, who is now
In Washington.

By I B. BAB8ETT, University Farm,
St. Paul. Minn.)
Silo filling Is a hurry-u-p Job In order
to get all the growth possible and to
avoid frost Consequently everything
should be made ready for a continuous
run when cutting starts.
The cutter should be put In first-clashape, special attention being
given to the knives and knife heads.
An extra set of knives should be on
hand. The blower, fan and both knives
should run at the rated speed. Poor
Joints and a leaky blower mean more
ss

.

one-ha- lf

Flames Sweep K. C. Stockyards.
Kansas City, Mo. Thousands of cat
tie and hogs perished in a tire which
broke out in Kansas City stockyards
Tuesday morning, destroying ten acres
of cattle pens and hog houses. Esti
mates of the loss run as high as 10,000
ESSENTIALS IN PLANT LIFE cattle and 2,000 hogs. George R.
general manager of the stockFiner the Seed Bed the Quicker the yards company, placed an estimate of
a loss of from $100,000 to $170,000 up
8eed Germinates and the Faster
on the pens destroyed.
the Plant Grows.
Vote In Iowa Very Close.
Des Moines. Indications are that
the official count will be required to
determine result of prohibition elec
tion in Iowa. Nearly complete un
official returns Wednesday showed a
upon soil elements. The finer the seed majority against the amendment of
bed the quicker the seed germinates 956, the vote being 196,341 tor to 197,-and the faster the plant grows,, pro- 297 against
vided, of course, that the water supply Is all right. Every act and con
8upreme Court Will Recess.
dition that reverses this condition of
Washington. The Supreme Court,
the seed bed Is a hindrance to plant after giving decisions Oct 22, will regrowth.
cess until Nov. 6.

Plants cannot assimilate food ele
ments that exist In the soil until these
elements are chemically changed or
broken up.
Bacteria, air, heat and
water are the agents to do this. Only
In the liquid form can plants feed

Starve on 'Corn.
Mulching Currants.
Confine a chicken In a corn crib,
Currants and gooseberries may be
with nothing to eat but corn, and it mulched with clean hay or lawn clipwill starve to death. It Is quite Ce- pings when the fruit Is so far advanced
rtain that It will not do weU without as to make cultivation Injurious.
grit and insects, and It should have
some exercise.
Growing Celery.
Celery must be kept growing thriftily. If checked during its growing It
Roup Treatment.
Roup has several forms, soma of la likely to run to seed.
which are incurable, such as consumption. It Is also laborious to handle afRaising Calves.
fected fowls. The most advisable plan
Raise all calves for which than la
one
of them.
la to destroy every
ample feed.
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UAV AND UKAIN MAIIKET.
F. O. B. Denver. Carload Price.)
Her.
HUVlllv Pi I... nmm Tnr
Colorado upland, per ton. .20.00924.00
Nebraska upland
11.00022.00
rairie nay (new crop) Colo.
and Neb., per ton
11.00920.00
22.00U24.00
Tlmolhy, per Ion
Alfalfa (new crop) per ton. 18. 00820.00
bouth Park, per tun
22 00026.00
Uunniaon Valley, per ton.. .21.00022.00

Straw, per too
1.000
Urala.
Wheat, new. ch mill inn lha . huv
Gale, Neb., 100 I be., buying
Colorado oats, bulk, buying
Corn chop, Back, aefling
Corn In sack, selling
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs., aelllng...
"lear.

7.0

l.7
l.7
8 3

30
1.60
ii.lt

Hungarian patent
Dreaeed I'ealtry.
f!na 1114. f'nmmla.inn
2t
Springe
26
lurKeys, fancy d. p
20
Turkeys, old toma
choice
II
Turkeya,
s
Hena. fanrv
Ducka, young
Geese
14
Kooatera
12

921
922
918
924
920
91

02

91

IJve Pea I try.
(Prices net F.O.B. Denver.)
2
92S
Springe
18 922
Hena, fancy, lb
Kooatera. lb
910
22
926
Broilers, lb
920
luraeya, 10 Iba. or over ....18
1
Ducka, young
918
tieeae
.10 911
K

tea; are.
EpKm, graded No. 1 net, F. O.
B. Denver
Ekk: k ratted No. 2 net, F. O.
B. Denver
Ekmb, case count, mlac. ceeea

19
88

less commission
8.60910.7b
lluller.
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb.45 946
Creameries, 2nd grade, lb.... 42 948
42
Process
26 927
Packing atock (net)

Rout Two Women Battlers Just as
Contest Was Getting Reaj Inter
esting But Who Got
Decision?
Chicago. A good time was bad by

all.

There were present half a dozen po
licemen, a sprinkling of bailiffs, police
women, detectives. Jailers, and
Mrs. Margaret McMIIIln of 229 East
Superior street; ringside weight, 200
pounds.
Miss Anna Anderson of 146 East
Ohio street, 119 pounds.
The Judge, Bernard P. Barnsn.
Miss Anderson muy have been a few
grams underweight, but she didn't let
that deter her. Neither did Mrs. Mc
Mlllln.
The preliminaries:
Mrs. McMIIIln had had Miss Anderson arrested and brought Into the
East Chicago avenue court on a charge
of slandering her. The Judge had heard
the evidence and decided the defendant was not guilty.
"Why do you discharge her, Judge?"
demanded Mrs. McMIIIln. "That's unfair to me."
"Over the Top" and Give 'Em H
.
Some soy Miss Anderson's nose assumed an unneutral tilt. Some say it
was Just spontaneous
combustion.
Anyway, before the court could explain the pros and cons of its decision
Mrs. McMIIIln
and Miss Anderson
went over the top and Into executive
session with colors and hairpins fly-

"Liberty Loan Day" Legal Holiday.
Denver. A proclamation
making
Oct 24 "Liberty Loan Day." a legal
holiday in Colorado, will be Issued by
Governor Gunter. Similar steps are
being taken by the governors of all

other states.

Strike Closes Forty Coal Mines.
Springfield, I1L More than forty
coal mines In central and southern Illinois, employing between 12,000 aad
15,000 miners, were shut down

LATEST MODE OF "CHOW WAGON" FOR SOLDIERS.

Capt. F. H. Buzzacott (retired) left
Chicago the other day for a novel overland trip to Washington. He is driving
the first motor car army kitchen ever
built. Captain Buzzacott, who Is
known wherever Uncle Sam's men
have eaten, has bis kitchen mounted
on a motor chassis.
The captain left Thursday with the
fire burning under his motor kitchen,
and stood ready to visit every camp
between here and the national capital
to demonstrate the efficiency of the
motor kitchen to supply a whole coming.
The details, as gathered up later pany of 250 men with food, hot and
Into present tense, a la the sporting well cooked, at a moment's notice.
editor :
Got Idea on Plains.
Mrs. McMIIIln uppercuts with right
The captain gathered his main Idea
and left to hulrplns. Miss Anderson of the motor kitchen while on the bor
counters to both shins. Mrs. McMIIIln der with the troops last summer. Its
feeding maximum has been established
with a full idea of the new war

strength of a company of soldiers and!
It still has "a margin of safety" and
can feed the soldiers under emergencies of a strenuous nature without
crowding it
Problems to Overcome.
"Buzz," as be Is familiarly called,
had problems to overcome and decided to put the motor kitchen Into)
service as the quickest way of proving Its value to the army. The furnace will burn coal or wood and It la
proof against the spread of fire, both
while traveling and standing still. The
openings In the big stove, that takea
up the rear end of the car, are filled
with kettles and cans not unlike the
best milk cans made. There are ovens
for bread and similar features of the
diet of a soldier, and the stove Is so
easily controlled that coffee and stews,
etc., may be kept warm and ready to
serve.

MOST OUT OF TIRES

tire that otherwise would soon be
condemned to the scrap-heaIt flgi
ures out this way: Suppose a reliner

Fruit.

Applea, Colo., new, fancy, box .7692.60
Cuntalouoea. pony crates
1.0091.86
669 .40
Cantaloupes, flat cratea
1.0091.36
flume. Colo., crate
36 9 .X5
Peachea, Colo
1.76 it 2.60
'ears. Colo
btrawberrlee, home gr pta. ..3.6094.00

Vegetables.

Beeta, cwt
Beets. Colo., bell a

1.261.60
luti .26
1.2691.60

Cabbage
Carrots, cwt
cauliflower, lb

91.60
069 .07
9 .60
209 .26

1.26

26

Celery
Onions, table, dox.
Potutoea, cwt.

lomatuea
Turnips, Colo., doe. bunches

.

ruii

s.

liiuus

A no

2.0092.25
OZU'.uztt

.209

.26

Drr Hide.

30
Flint butcher, per lb
28
Flint fallen
16
Flint bull and atag
16
Flint culla and glue
Malt liluea 2
lb. leea.
Huraeaidea 12923 price of greea
called.

9c

Dry Fllat I'elle.

Wool pelta, per lb
Short wool peite

II
II

14
Butcher ahearilnga No. I .,
10
No. 2 nurian ahearilnga ...
Mucke, aaUdlee and piecea at value.
Creea Sailed Pelta.
Lamb and aheep, each ... .1.0091.01
1i
lit
Spring lambs
10
II
Shearlings
mm
Calf
Ureea Salted.
Kl.
1.0091.26
Deacons, each
Slunka
low II
;
Branded
II
129 24
Calfskin, per lb
4.00 9 6.00
Horse, No. 1
3.00 9 4.00
Horae, No. 1
Kip
IW 21
2.00 9 2.10
Uiue and Pony
Colt
100 71
tireea Salted. Cured Hldee. ate.
Over 40 aba., per lb
II
Under 40 Iba
it
Bull and atag
13
Ulue hldee and eklna
11
Part cured, le leaa.
Oreen, 2c lb. leaa than cured.
lllSCBI.LAAtlUlS MAKKHTS.
Price far Metala.
New York Lead M OO.
Spelter 18.16.86
Bar Silver
hie.
Boulder.
Tungeten concentratea. 60
120.00926.00
cent,
per unit. Crude
per
orea, 60 per cent, 120.00926.00; 26 per
cent, 112.00912.60; 10 per cent, $2,409
12.20 per unit.

With Colors and Hairpins Flying.
hooks Into bangs and curls. Mrs. McMIIIln leads by two handfuls.
Miss
Anderson makes hay on the right eye
while the sun shines for Mrs. McMIIIln. Maggie puts right and left around
Anna and leaves monogrum above rear
collar button. Anna sidesteps on Maggie's corn. Anna has a shade by some
scratches. Maggie bites her initial
At this Juncture, or whatever one
would call It, the aforementioned half
dozen policemen and bailiffs, policewomen, detectives, and Judge Interrupted Maggie's teeth and
"Lock this woman up for contempt
of court," ordered the Judge.
"Can't do It, can't do It," whispered
Mrs. McMIIIln softly. But they did.
At this moment Edward J. McMII
Iln appeared on the scene to announce
that he was Mrs. McMIIIIn's husband.
He tendered the family's regrets to the
court's dignity and Mrs. McMIIIln was
allowed to go home.
Ah, yes the decision I Who got It?
Ask Judge Barasa.

Batter, Egge, Potatoes aad Poaltry.
Butter
Chicago.
Creamery, 40
GIVES UP BOYS FOR COUNTRY
Egge Firsts, 36G2H4c; ordinary
firsts, 86637c; at mark, caaea in- Part of Nation's Reserve Revealed In
cluded, 36&36HC
Potatoea Wiaconaln, Minnesota and
8partan Spirit of BrookMichigan, bulk, $1.1091.16; do sacks.
lyn Widow.
$1.16 to 110.
Poultry Fowls, 18&22HC; springe,
20c.
New York. "I have given my boy
and I am not sorry. But it Is very
Price sf riax at Dalath.
hard. And since be went from us to
Duluth, Minn. Linseed On track,
France one of his sisters has died and
;
to arrive. 11.111,
$3.112.12i
13.11
I. 1214; October,
bid; November. his cousin Arthur was killed In battle
bid.
$3.13 bid; December. $3.01
over there It Is hard, hard. Thomas,
Elgta Batter.
though. Is ready to take bis place, and
111.
Butter Twenty-flv- s
tubs If It becomes necessary one more of
Elgin,
sold at 43
cents per pound.
my boys will take Thomas' place."
I
These were the words of Mrs. Sarah
Ckleage Live Stack ttaetaMeaa.
Chicago.
Hogs Bulk, $17.20911.21; Burke, a widow of 1306 St John's
light, $1I.I6j1I.40;
mixed, $14 760 place, Brooklyn, when she received
II. 60: heavy. lll.66uUI.IO:
raush.
word that her son, William, thirty-fiv- e
$16.66011.86; pigs. 111. 76 16.71.
Cattle Native steers, $7.00917.60; years old, who enlisted with the CanaWeetern steers, $6.16914.21; stockers
cows and dian expeditionary force at the beand feeders, $6.20011.10;
lo.oo onz.lt; calves, 11.100 ginning of the war, had died In France
heirers,
16.00.
Bheep Wethers, $9 00612.10;
awes. from wounds received In battle on
July 27.
fi.vvii.iv; lam oa, siz.ie vis.oo.
Thomas, the other son, is training at
Kaaaas City Pradaee,
Hamilton, Ontario.
Kansas City.
Butter
Creamery,
41Hc; firsts, 40c; seconds, 22c; packing, II Mc
NEW MEDICAL USES FOR DYES
Eggs Firsts. II He: seconds. lie
Poultry Hens, XI Mc; roosters, 16 Mc;
orouere, sine
Prussian Doctor Said to Have Successfully Treated More Than Four
Ckleage Grata aad Pravlataa Price a.
Hundred Patients.
Chicago. Corn No. t yellow, $1,140
1.14 M; No. I yellow. $1.14.
No.
I white, StUGIOUe:
Oats
London. Over 400 patients hsve
standard. 6HIOHc
Rye No 2. 11.701.10.
been successfully treated with various
11.2061 36.
Barley
anilln dyes by Dr. Edwin Baumann. a
! ver
i I.IIW2J 00.
Lard $22.42021.11.
physician of Konigsberg, Prussls. Dr.
i .to , 2 i.OO.
hi be
Baumann has been using large quantiMaaeaaells PI oar aad Grata Pilne. ties of dyestuffs for medical purposes
Flour Fancy patents. and that as germ killers and arresters
Minneapolis.
$11.00; first clears, $10.60;
second of noxious growths these materials are
"
clears, 16.76.
said to be far superior to any antisepRye 11.77 ei.7IH.
Barley 11.1101.11.
tic substances so far known. They are
' Bran
122.600 20.0.
Corn No. I yellow. $1.1701.11.
quickly distributed, do not coagulate
Oats No. I whlt.l70itfc
albumen, and. In the quantities used,
an absolutely non poisonous.
:

i
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several hundred more miles from

a

costs $3.50 and your average guaran
f
teed tire-coa
per mile Is
cent; then If, by Installing a reliner,
you secure an additional 2,000 miles,
which in a new tire would cost at
Mileage.
I on st $10, the
saving should be evident.
It pays to conserve automobile
AIR PRESSURE IS IMPORTANT tires, but It does not
pay to go to the)
other extreme and spend more time
and trouble on them than the saving
Exsmlne Carefully for Small Cuts and Is worth.
Remove Nails or Other Sharp
CAUSE OF ENGINES MISSING
Substances That May Have
Been Picked Up.
If Every Other Test Has Been Made
Try Draining Carburetor waWhen anyone purchases an auto
ter May Be Found.
mobile tire, he buys If it is a guar
anteed one, made by a reliable manWhen your engine misses and It
ufacturera certain definite number of
miles. Therefore any mileage he may seems impossible to find the cause It
obtain over that guaranteed by the may be due to water In the carburetor.
If you have made every other test you
maker. Is Just that much saving to can
think
the carburehim, which can be computed in dollars tor. Catchof,a try draining
little of Its contents In
and cents. To illustrate: If his tires
cost $17.50 each and are guaranteed your hand or some other receptacle. If
water is present it will be repelled by
for 3,500 miles, his mileage cost per
the gasoline and form in easily seen
tire would be
cent for each
mile the tire traveled; but supposing globules.
he obtains an extra 1,500 miles or a
FOOT-RES- T
total of 5,000; then he could reckon LOCKER USED AS
on a clear saving of $7.50.
It is
therefore the object of this article to Compartments May Be Divided as DesiredPractical Feature Autolst
show the car owner methods of caring
May Install Himself.
for his tires so that he can expect to
get this very desirable Increase Id
A locker set crosswise In the
mileage, writes Ed Henry of Luzerne
floor of an automobile, Just becounty, Pa., In Ohio Farmer.
hind the front seats, and fitted with
Air
Pressure.
Proper
Inclined at the correct
It is Important that the air pressure hinged tocovers,
make them serve as comshould be kept up to that recom- angle
fortable foot
is a practical feamended by the manufacturer.
For ture that the rests,
autolst,
himself, may
this purpose an engine-drivepump of
TbJ covers and the top of the
some kind should be installed, as this
removes any desire to shirk what Is
always a laborious task. Next, the
'
tires should often be Inspected for
roo
small cuts. Any nails or other sliurp
substunces they may have picked up
should be removed. This inspection
and repair need not be done so fre
quently that It becomes a burden, for

Methods to Employ to Secure
sirable Increase in

43 He.

Co-let- t,

Be Made
Should
Everything
Run
Continuous
for
Ready
Is
When Cutting
Begun.

Hege.

Good hogs

Waiters Newspaper Union New Service.

h

FOR FILLING A SILO

Veal ealvea
Bulla
Feeders, good to choice
eedere, fair to good
Keedere, common to fair
Htockere, good to choice
Stockers, fair to good ...

De-

st

one-hal-

one-ha- lf

ton-ne- au

n

RfV"

and there are a number on the market
that do not show this defect in their

tread. All cuts should be repaired immediately. For the smaller ones, any
of the numerous good tire putties, or
"doughs," now on the market are recommended; but for the larger cuts a
small vulcanlzer should be used. Then,
if the tire should develop any real de
fect and require replacement, the Inspector could readily see that it hud
received intelligent care, with the result that a satisfactory, often liberal,
adjustment Is usually quickly made.
Affords Increased Mileage.
In obtaining Increased mileage, one
of the greatest helps is a good tire
reliner. These are made of fabric
much In the same manner and of the
same material as the carcass or body
of the tire. They are placed Inside
the tire to strengthen it after its fabric
has become weakened by use and age,
but they must not be put Into a new
tire as the added thickness produces
heating, which Is detrimental to both
tire and Inner tube. The best time to
use a reliner is after the tire has run
or nearly run Its guaranteed mileage;
then It Is generally possible to obtain

tOCKtB-

Foot-Re-

'

-

Lockers.

locker are bound in brass and carpeted with the same material used on the
floor of the tonneau. Each lid Is d
with a lock, and the compartment
Is subdivided as desired. It extends
to a depth of three or four Inches below the floor level. Popular Mechanics Monthly.
fit-to-

BEST FRIENDS OF MOTORISTS
Piece of Wire From Common Farm
Fence May Be Used as Towing
Rope and Other Purpose.
The common wire fence of commerce
often may prove the motorist' best
friend in need. A piece of wire from
such a fence may be used as a towing
rope; it may be wrapped around the
channel of the rim to protect It when
you have to drive home on the rim ; It
may be wound around the leaves of a
broken spring, or It will sometimes
take the place of a lost bolt

siVaa"kaV'ssBeleJ
Care in Regulating Lights.
Don't attempt to work around the
lighting system without disconnecting
the battery ground and winding it up
with tape.
Have Tension Light
When battery cells are new and
strong, have the tension on the vibrator springs as light as possible.

a

Spark at Wrong Time.
A spark at the wrong time Is almost
bad as no spark at all.

for Metal Tools.
Place no metal tools in the battery
box where they will
the
batteries even for a short time.
No Placs

short-circu-

it

Keep Platinum Points Smooth.
Keep the platinum points on your
vibrator smooth. If pitted, they may
be smoothed with a file.

Trouble With Batteries,
The trouble with batteries that soon
run out may often be traced to improper coil adjustment

.
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CLIPPINGS

"CALLED TO THE COLORS?
STRIKERS LACKING IN
PRINT NAMES AND ALSO
MUST SELL RANCH
LOOKING
AMOUNTS OF BOND BUYERS
PATRIOTISMi
W.
AND ALL LIVESTOCK
INTERESTS
A. HAWKINS
TO SELFISH
URGES
Significant of the prosperity of
the common people of New Mexico,
Published by
240 acres of deeded land.; 160 acre
"There is no reason why the papers
AIR-RAI- D
(Clifton Copper Era)
the Santa Fe Mutual Building and
REPRISALS
X
STATE PUBLISHING COMPANY
headed should not publish the names of purchased under the Carey Act: 489
a dividend
Association
The
Loan
Federal
declared
Commission,
BE
AVOIDED
CAN'T
of five per, cent, July 14, making a by Secretary of Labor Wilson, will subscribers to the Liberty bonds and acres entered under the homestead
amount they subscribe and every Jaws (will relinquish;) 5,000 acres
total of 10 fJfcr cent this year. It is arrive in the Clifton Morenci district the
Editor
GUTHRIE SMITH
the oldest building and loan associa- some day next week and the Amer- reason why they should," said W. leased at Sc per acre; 220 acres
"There is no more reason ject to irrigation. Small hay vega;
ought not to tion in New Mexico. The sum of its ican citizens of the District will be
RepriiaU in
FRANK STAFLIN
Manager
be engaged in by the Entente Al- expenses is only $1,000, yearly.
No delighted to honor them. The Com- why this should not be done than ,340 head catt'e : 20 head horses, mules
lies. So holds William Jennings loan institution is quite so profitable mission will find the citizens of Green- - that we should not publish the list land mares; Bull tractor and all farm
Inval 9a natrlntir anH ac of the boys who enlist to shoulder implements. Land is improved with
Bryan in a signed editorial in his for lender and borrower alike, or )if a
matter at the post office
Entered as secnnd-clas- s
rifIe and fi8ht
in'
fine
house, barn, corrals, and
"Commoner" for October.
this critical period
so beneficial for the borrower, as a sacrificing
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, under the Act of
3.
e
fences and
"
and it is to be regretted that well conducted building and loan as- throuph which the nation is passing, the If we say we should not publish
names of those subscribing for miles from A. T. & S. F. R. Y. Crops
March 3, 1879.
the allies have, by adopting an in- sociation. The Earth.
as those elsewhere in this country
1"
bonds
and
the
amount they are also for sale.
defensible court 5, surrendered their
and ready and willing to do their Lifcerty
subscribe, for fear of injuring the' Owner; W. J. Meyer, Levv, New
protest against a policy that has There is renewed talk of the con- "bit".
Subscription to Weekly State Record $1.50 per year
those
do. not sub-- j Mexico, can he reached by telephone
who
of
feelings
brought upon Germany the censure struction of a line of railroad to conDistrict Not Producing
scribe or subscribe for smaller
Ranchers
Co.,
Telephone
of the civilized world.
The logic nect the main line of the El Paso
Cornthe
however,
Unfortunately,
FRIDAY OCTOBER 19, 1917
with which the allies attempt to de- Si Southwestern at a noint south of mission will find an idle district. mounts than thev should, take, then Wagon Mound. Owner has been exfend his proposed action will not Carrizozo in New Mexico with thcllnstead of this district supplying the we could carry the argument further amined and. expects to he called to
the colors. From Las Vegas Optic.
stand the light of history.
Future Tyrone mines, which would mean a copper industry of the country with nnd say it would not be right to publish the names of the boys who engenerations will blush to read that further extension to the main line 24,J00,000 pounds of the necessary list tq
LITERARY NOTICE.
for
of
the
fear
fight,
hurting
BOTH sides resorted to the deliber- at some Arizona
giving that brown metal during the past three feelings of the slackers who did not With the Children oa Sundays. By
ate murder of innocent women and road a short line point,
between the coal months, not a single pound has been enlist.
'Stall. D.D. .135 Una drawings,
'
.
children. 'They did it first' will lose
furnished.
hill pate color Illustrations, by Miss C. M.
Patriotic Duty To Buy
its power to soothe the conscience per mjnes and smellers of Arizona.
The Commission will further find
Burd, 4 half tons pictures. Large quarto
when thu passions of war have cool Roy
that at least 95 per cent of the A- - "I do not say that El Pasoans will volume, size
Full cloth, 33S pages.
ed and reason has resumed her sway.
merican citizens of tin's district, in-- 1 be slackers in this Liberty bond cam- - Price, VM. Si47.
The Vlr Publishing Coma
we
K American
BLUNDERS MOST CONSISTENTLY
employees ot tneiuaign. xnis is
patriotic city;
Rccause of rumors to the effect
North Fifteenth Street,
pany,
No other man who has held the that the purchasers of the bonds of uircc large
companies,' nave nau 111c auiuicrif wiiu us uuu Philadelphia, Pa.
producing
know
in
its
of
our
were
them
the
to
strike
name;
many
by
opposed
The author of the bonk was a lover of
post of premier of the United States the New Mexico entral contemplatcabinet has blundered so consistent ed selling the rails to foreign inter- inception and are at this time op- - sons have gone away to fight; we rhililren. And he evidently knew how to winm avowed oniect is to render 2nntnem.
these
know
to
continuance.
"are
what
its
bonus
posed
LiDerty
ly or so frequently, as to foreign ests, which would mean the tearing
and we either are for them o.
Increase In Pay Offered
tSTJSSSS!, of The
policy, as Mr. Bryan. Having left up of the road, Judge Holloman has
The Commission will further findwe are notRealising that the normal child mind is the
the cabinet, he shows that he has suspended the order of sale heretosame
Our
much
he in- every Hay M the wr-neighbors know how
lost none of his remarkable faculty fore entered until such a time as he that in order to avert the strike.l
,he
'
?,?rc?-T,hc
He demonstrated has had an opportunity to inform two of the urnducinir comnanics Vofiwe are able to subscribe for If we '"lie on"
for blundering.
drive to "P'"r
for all we can afford to horses. They act ss Church,
ushers to their parents,
that, as a Secretary of State, he was himself. It is understood that Judge the district offered an increase in subscribe
A
and imaginary auditors.
an ej.cell:nt Chautauqua lecturer. His llollomnn will refuse any procedure wages, taking into consideration the take no matter how small It IS, our Ihnr dollies
service is. eonncfed. The children
and friends will know if regular
declaration that he could not live which may lead up to dismantling increased cost of iving in the dis- neighbors
do 'some of the
and
tncnisflvrs
we have done our duty if the lists al le ,.,
of the
trict due to war prices.
rvire a" chnpU? ham
upon his salary as Secretary of State, the road. Tucumcnri American.
"wilh Ihc children on Sundays" is read.
The commission will further find are published.
and that he must supplement it by
are asked concerning the lessons
Questions
acrifice Not Too Great
The only danger to be faced in that a representative of the Departlecturing, did not show a very high
taught, nnd at the conclusion the children
order of patriotism. It caused thou- the prohibition election is that the ment of Labor wired the employees
1
Parents take the imaginary ride
1
Every man :eandia. woman sliould do hnrk their
isgru:to tnpir home.
if c
sands of his most ardent supporters dry sentiment will get over confi- of the district to await his coming ... ..uij.
,1.... even .1 ,1 P..H...CS. xi
, nMM,m
,
thcre are man n1d
Ths dent. If a few voters in each pre- in an effort to conciliate the differ hi Fasoan had to pa barefooted in TVst.im.nt scenes ,hi,
to lose their faith in him.
which are rnacterf: The
hfhiml the sof is Joseph in the Pit;
writer was among that number.
cinct say. "It will carry without ences, before walking out, and that order to pay for a Lilicrty bond, we '"'y ,,n
the slat, of the
hrRharouml
If you this request was refused, and finally would not be sacrificing as much as chnirs Jrkint placet!
DOLLARS ABOVE PATRIOTISM
nny vote," we may lose.
him, is
will find that no ormen who face that hell on the i,i ; ,i,e Lion's Den. ami so on.
The
When tho United States was tot- want to run liquor out of New Mex- the Commission
direction which it
ico ynu must vote. Don't leave such ganization or grievance committee in
we may enjoy OUT, tire book is new
trat
the
brink
of
with
war
upon
tering
an
is
the
assume
b?ok
to
the
"
district
wiilingi
""
our
and
an
,rfvC,r
to
libertyf
prosperity
your neighlike it. Each of
ohlect
sermons has
Mexico, Henry Lane Wilson, ambas-- I bor. imuortantI"e matter
of calling the strike
Let the lists of subscribers and
responsibility
f illustration-l- .
Santa
and the full color
Eagle.
sador to Mexico, was summoned to
mim,er
but the responsibility is laid at the the amounts they aree to take be pnee piciurcs and the half tone illustrations
Washington to make., a report upon
Santa Fe New Mexican believes door of a prominent labor leader of published
.,.he ,,""k exceedimdy attractive. There
that the tuiblic
may . know V'
.
'
conditions.
Just before thsC arrival The
is noihinir controversial on its paces, and all
a
scheme
a
to
new kind the state who is no longer with us.
and
who
a
good
spill
who
l
is
is
f
,,,,
not;
subscribing
win fin, it usefui, especially the
o.
r
SAFE
laughing gas nil over the German
that those who are able and do not miestions and little items of out of the way
B""y;f,f
Wage Earners' Loss Great
of h.sjfo.rt.s
on one
left
Washington
Bryan
The rhetors are all so in- informaiion.
a
of
j(lca
ch(.
Com
subscribe
IN TKC WORLD
what they should, may
says
Unless we mistake not the
U U I
ILJ
that one could
ICSIUCIIt, IF UIUII BUU
in this volume
rt
,,,,,,1 ',,,. Iii.M..1f
1,1 1,
mission will discover that hurtdreds stand forth before the public and terestintf
of them as studies, hut rather
sp,.-,the other me
Bcarr,.y
v
as
for
"I'-:those
who
subscribe
with the young,
conversations
nave
that
Illuminating
ot
answer;
tiiousands
dollars in wages
';c
Ambassadorl
were left to
j
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the
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the
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utterances of Herr La FoDette?
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Thrc
p
,:.,,'n ,or ,br " trs $6.50
for
6r wl"
., .na grMi $350;
pcr
picnty of
miles Irora Tucurocan. No. 46, State Record,
Sants ft. N. M.

heavy enough to do much damage,
put snffirient to cause our irricra.
uuu tanners 10 get Dusy Harvesting
tnose crops that might be injured,
There is a big sweet potato and bean
acreage here to be tared for and
not much time in which to do it.

'"

yet

NW, NESWJl. NWMSEJ4. See. 12, NEX
:NWK. Sec. 14, f. 16N R. 12E., SWyaSEld,
aee. a
B'c. u, wjiNH,
17ff
R. 12E., conuinin
1,040.00 aeraa,
;,
On this tract there are 101 JM linear- - t.
of poles, valued at $507.90 and 1,050,440 h.
a. tn, ot saw timoer valued at IWJ.6& aaak-ina total value for timber $2083.56.
So bid on.' he above deaenbeu tract r
all of said amounts muat be deposited, in
caah or certified exchange at the time of A land will be scceousd for .less than Thraa
sale, and which said amounts and all of Oolllsrs ($1.00) aa acre, which inis the aaAna
additia
them are auhject to forfeiture to the Stste '"L"'." vame tnereot.
'
JE
ol New Mexico 1 the successful bidder does !t,','i"
W
orJ"46"
certitied exenang
not execute a contract within thirtv dava ,or ne V"10""1
"m OI sale.
after it has he., mailed la 1 i
h. .1.. i"
Land
State
The successful bidder must art to tba
Office, said contract to provide
that the purchaser may at his option make Commissioner of Public Lsnda, or hia agent
of the
payments e 01 nol leaa tnan nne.th,rtith holding auch sale,
of ninety-fivper cent oft the purchase price offered by him for the land, four
price at any time aftir the sale and prior per cen' irterest in advance for' the balance
to the expisation of thirty years from dale i such purchase price, -- the fees for adof the contract, and to provide for the vertising snd appraiaement and all costs
payment of any unpaid balance at the ex- incidental to the aale herein, and each and
piration of thirty years from the dste ol ill of aaid amounts must be deposited ia
the contract, with interest on deferred cssh or certified exchsnge at the thne of
payments at the rate of our per cent pei ale, snd which aaid am.unts and all of
annum payable in advance on the anni- :hrm are suhjret to forfeiture to the State
f New Mexico if the successful bidder does
versary of the date of contract next inf
aot execute a contract within thirty days
lowing the date of tender.
after
it has been mailed to him by the
The Commissioner of Public Lands of
New Mexico, or his seent holdine audi State Land Office, said contract to provide '
that
the
purchaser mav at his ootion make
sale, reserves the richt to reject anv and
an duis oiiereo at saia ssie, ro tiesainn payjpients of not less than
per cent ol the purchase
ji ninety-tivn P."0'
rrihed tract, will be given on or before pnci
"!y !"ne OI.alt.T " ,ale irom
iw uic
aale
Octnher l.t. lout
inirijr years
...
Jl tne contract, and to provide lor the

Ten Section Ranch, all tinder fence, two
of the bett waterings in New Mexico,
1960
acres state Lease which expires Oct., 1921;
aw acres patented land leased; appMca
tion to purchase 640 acres of Stste Isnd

Two Car Hogs To Market
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
with the
of SO cents per acre
the capacity Friday morning Turner and Terry paid (S5.00firstperpayment
acre); 600 acres patented
FOR FUBL1CAT10N
NOTICE
of Fort B
tQ S(KX) to uke care shipped two cars of fat hogs to the land contracted to nurchase at 2.900. HOI
There were down, balance 1500 per year, S per cent
of the lare number of tuberculous Fort Worth markets.
LAND SALE
PUBLIC
. interest (would expect purchaser to carry
soldiers boys after the war. . If this one hundred and eighty head in the out
UtU,U"J
contract on this): relinauishment of
SOCORRO COUNTY.
Stubblefield, foreman of the js d
,
two cars and they will average two 640 government Isnd:
fc
also leased school
the
C.rce Dot ranch, shipped from theito be doubled , capa,;.
hundred pounds each. They are ex- section. Water is on homestead anil nat. Office of the Commissioner of Public
Lands,
rnted land
for. Price 15,000 to
local stockyards this week two cars
pected to bring seven thousand two turn loose ofcontracted
banta re, New Mexico.
Will make rieht
everything!.
of cows and calves to Magdalena, 'ot.:- -!
a
j- ir
hundred dollars grossj that-s- is
at
Have Notice la herebv aiven that ourauant
price on stock if can sell place.
New Mexico. This is a rare shipment
ad '
tt,e
yearlinga up; about to the provisions of an Act of Congress.
The Glen Land and Cattle Comnanv twenty cents per pound, and th4
h"d 20"' ttoc horses, Turumrari.-lNstud and jack approved June 20, 1910, the lsws of the
as very few stock are shipped south
I.Located
ranches lie north of Stiver market is very rinse tO that now.
jvliose
of
miles
north
n
State of New Mexico snd the rules and
from this point.
J'. Mate Kecord, Santa Fe, N. M.,
Cityshipped last week a mixed hunch Good Crop Maize And Kafir
regulationa of the State Land Office, the
of
and
bulls
Commissioner of Public Landa will offer at
steers
cows,
totalling
General
Enlists
Ring
Monroe
Sprinter
Cox, who is living on the Ranch and 55 head of cows at $60. 6i Public Sale to the highest bidder, si
638
head.
in
went
feeders
to
They
head of yearling steers and heifers at' $34 ten o'clock, A. M., on Tuesday December
R. Hardv place, south of the
J. 5. (Young) Duran, the pugilist
city .10
of two year nld heifers at $45. No 18th, 1917, in the Town of Socorro, Counwho was a resident of Springer for ail'0'oraa0.
about three miles, has this year 45, head
State Record, Santa Ke, N. M.
"
'
ty of Socorro, State of New Mexico, in
.
couple of years, enlisted in the armyLSchool
raised
a
of
comparatively good crop
front of the court house therein the follast week at Albuquerque and is now SchoolAttendanc Jump
described tract of land:
OVER
katir.
Mr.
maize
lowing
had
of
and
Hardy
AfRES wj'h plcn,'
attendance in Grant County
,w,,e
,
at tort Bliss. If Kaiser Kill will lav1 .
protection,
samples of tins grain in town;"1' ,wo
Sal
No. 71s,
on
SENEtf, Wi,
Particulars
down his arms ou may safe y wager id"r,n? tlle 'ir.st "yinth of school w?
m;a,r
rcqurs
'lr"d.
Vednctdav
Record
State
Sam. Fe, N. M. SICK Sec. 25; All of 26 and 27; NW, SWtt,
can pound his " ,Iar8est m th history of the
that Duran
your Idollar
""eSec.
34; All of 35 and
"e
SENSES,
N,SEJ4,
h'
a
t
leads
the niinimtij'"
:hat his few county.
limn
he will
have
j!36. Two. 5S.. R. IZW
one thousand
All nl 31, T 5S ..
.11. j
an enrollment of 6f.9, J ,1
.
r
friends in the world would not recoir- - ??mps with SR7
OI Krainun,ars
wort"
Lnrollrd
an.t
X.?
Hurlev
hti
It
ti
;,,:,
m
m
rtrt
( lhu mar
niTa
. h.ir
I
t..
i iv.n in.. y y. ui.1 J. in vi J.r r. "'"":ri
s ..win
iu- It
A. vear Z Tyrou- - had The first month closed with a total lnr,i,H . n.
(wi,.
nnnq
street in his own home town. And Ri'a
rn,np,i
A fine proposition.
Price $45,000.00 s v
o All of ifi. Kit misu'K cwu
A",,it,l
-- No. 36, State Rccoid,
nnt even I .a fnllet te rnnld irlrntifv tbe'on,y 15 Children on the roils which enrolment of 442 students. The total: cumcart.
N. M.
Sania
Fe,
SW!4
Sec.
17; All of IS and 19. Twp. 6S.,
of
Mexico
indicates the rapid growth made by enrollment tor tne
State
a
R.
conroner's
All
17.
at
12.
13.
1.1W..
of
14,
18. WH. Fl,.,
16.
tirst month last
inquest.
body
Pnhlir.ii
nnh 12 101
......
tnat camp.
de-- .;
"J.M'.vi r.r.vs.'Nr.w .rc. iy; au ot Last Publication December, 14, 1917.
ne
year was w.
on
reasonable
interest
2.1.
27
24.
All
of
of
?6.
29;
forjpn:
W".
22,
2.
Shiopina In 1050 Steeri
partment ahnwerl a falling nff nf a little ovtr two" thousand acres of finejkjig swu 21;
WVSFiV SK5iSE'4
Sec
T.P. Talle. manager of the Circle Sending Bacic To Colorado
good improve- - sr' '31. Ju, Ei'w1 Vj SW'4SV"4 S'c
twenty, but this can be accounted 'and in Esianria Valley,
of
well
Dot ranch, shipped to this city fromf J M. Williams ir.d son of Lamar.
14W.'
water.
fwowillAH 0f 33. 34, 35.
All
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
6S.. R.
bv the startintr this vear of the m.en,,,Jna a';i",'iacc
5; YM Ss. S; All of
"f 2. 3 and 4; F.
om.1
Silver City this week 1050 head oCclo., were in Silvi-- r City this week four rural hiVI, crl,olcPr!,lnCl.,ru..-":-r
e"r. ",v, ur"
"V"
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
9 andlO; W'J. N'NE'4. SK'4NFt,
S'4SF'4
N. M.
steers which he purchased in Grant on cattle business. They shipped Journal.
Sec. 11; AH nf 14. 15, 16, Twp. 7S R. 14W
1500 head purchased from Hugh
PUBLIC LAND SALE
county. Ranch foreman Frank
containing 31,592.42 acres. The improvements
4
7
late of increasing
.
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Stub-'abo-

blefield and his force received and Mckeen, back to Colorado.
unloaded them at the local stock .City Enterprise,
yards yesterday, driving them to the
I
IRA
companys pastures northeast of the
stocked

the

in

9'a

"

the contract,
with interest on deferred
oaymenia at the rate of four per cent per
annum payaoio
in advance on tne anniw
versary of the Hate of contract, partial
payments to be credited on the anniveraary
jf the date of contract next Allowing the
date of tender.
The contract will also require the purchaser
to make payment in full for any tubdivi
aion of this tract on which he may cause
timber to be cut, said payment to be made
prior to the cutting.
The Commissioner of Public Lands of
Sew Mexico, or hia agent hold inn auch
tale, reserves the rifc'ht to reject any and
til bids
SAN MIGUEL CO'JNTY..
offered at said sate.
Possession
will bn civen the successful bidder uoon
Office of the Commissioner of Public Lamlt. execution of the contract.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Witness my hand
nd the official seal
f the Stnte Land Office
this 7ih da of
Notice
U hereby (riven that pursuant
1917.
October,
t
the provisions of an Act of TonRrea-ROBT.
P. ERVTEN,
a
of
.Tune
the
law
20,
1910,
the
npf.rnvetl
Commissiom-of Public Lands,
State of New Mexico nnd the rulea and
State of New Mexico.
repflatinna of th State Land Office, the
Publication October 12, 117,
hieh-- st
PuMir
th
to the
bidder, at Ust Publication December 14, 1917.
wt

1

heaviest

n.,

vveh,

NEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES

Silver

sections deeded land
miles from
large adobe ranch house, also
small houses; rural telephone, on
mail route, all fenced and plenty
daily
water. Will lease place 1 to 3 years al
$.150
Must sell with lease 175
per year.
head of cows at $65 per head, including
50
head of calves by side. Ten per cent
cut will be allowed. No. 42, Slate Record,
Santa Fe, N M.

r44444444444444444-44-r4444-

CLASSIFIED

state.

BUSINESS

Another Court Without Juries
There will be no grand jury or
Mine Rescue Car Working
petit jury assembled in JJemtngi this
The mine rescue squad from the fall for the term of court which opens
Bureau of Mines, U. S. Department Monday according to the announce-o- f
the Interior, arrived Wednesdayjnient made yesterday by District
for a tour of inspection to the various Judpre Raymond R. Ryan. These are
mining camps in this vicinity. The:no criminal cases on the docket, and
Springer Stockman.

three

OPPORTUNITIES.

DEER HEADS

on this land consist of house,
valued at $14,150.00.
fencinu,

on the above described trarl
ihr.fi
will be accepted
for les
Dollars (S3. 00) per sere which Is the
in
And
addition
value
thereof.
ippraised
hereto the successful bidder must pay
for the improvements that exist on the
No

bid

il land
Three

land.

ESTATE WANTED.

REAL

wells, corrals,

The

shove

sale

of lands will

h

suhleet

We mount all kinds of domestic WANTED S'.lll Slate I.aml Numbers. oIai. to the following terms snd conditions. 10 n'cl'iek A. M., on Snttirnn v, December
122nd. 1"!7. in (he town of Las Vecas.
lAf A D HO
P.
and wild animals, life size or heads, complete
description. 11. ix 61, Uuffalo, 6k- - viz;
MTPir
u. Cn
'
The successful bidder must pay to thr ty of San Miuuel, State of New Mexico,
L uBVVHnuj
Make rugs, laprobes, scarfs and 'll'oma-NoATTORNEYS'AT-LAof Public LnmU. or his aR'nt in front of the court house therein, the
Cnmmisioner
muffs. Tan plan, and buck.k
h
nf
hold
such
in
the
of
viz;
described
land
fnllitwitifr
sale,
tract
WANTED-F- ull
p
details and descriorWtrv
r
mount mras, tish and reptiles. Send,,:..- - rei,arlino- - larc-by him for the Innd, four
rnttU ranch..' price centoffered
Sec. 1,
interest in advanre for the balance Sle No. M4. S'SW,
your akina and birds by express to: n New Mexico. No. 20. Care State per
Aft.
of such purchase price,
the fer
for ad
SSYM- Sec. 2. S"!VK'. Sec. 10,jCornor raiace & Washington
Taxidermist.
George Hofhauer,
vertisine and appraisement and all costs SF1
:''u SWlNWH. SKMSW'4. SWSF'.I
kecord.
ciBtl p
"W tnmco'
Sec. II,
409 South Second Street,
incidental to the sate herein, and .aeh and NKjSK
ENWM. SWJ4
WANTED so to 100 sections of Bood graz- Albuquerque, New. Mexico. No. 102. limr
land. Must have running water and
of it.
Western New Mexico sat...
ipNnty
..'
W. U. W. Ci.fc.KIV9.

'l

-

mine squad makes annual trips to only one civil suit which requires a
the mines in New Mexico instructing trial by jury. This case has been con-th- e
rescue squads and mine superin-- , tinucd to the next term of court. A
tendents in mine rescue work, the! Mexican named Rodriguez pleaded
use of air helmets atd apparatus ;gi.ilty yesterday to stealing a pair of
field glasses. He was charged with
in mine disasters.
grand larceny and Judge Ryan sen- - If you want receipt bonks with the name
tcnccd him to from one to two years ami number of your camp and your own
Van Houten Resident Drops Dead
at reasonable fitun-- write.
Sentence was "
Tohn Skerl. a resident of Van'in the penitentiary'.
Houten, dropped, dead Wednesday; suspended when the man promised You willTe'wVpHsed how g.wd they arc
for the money.
evening on the street near the board- - to leave the state and not return.
"
Branching Out
ing house. The bodv was brought to Newspaper
pTTnTir
iVMnri"rTm
matters s
Raton and prepared for burial at the
in con
specialty;
years
twenty
experience
In order to take care of its
with the administration of the pub
Erringiton undertaking rooms. Raton
ol
Rancp
creasing business the Headlight has lie land law s and the adjudication
best of re
questions
arising , thereunder;
hnilH
an
to
VarV
Southern Bldg.
jiotiau it necessary
air(.s
e
feet in the rear, v.,Bhinuton, D.
itinn of twenty-fiv61.
Wheat Threshers Aria Busy
are of its present premises, and the ad- Three threshing machines
I. and Statute."!
SALE
"PuMic
the'rOR
be
will
within
1iton
turnon
Maxwell
completed
the
tract,
working
1) inru-tetUn 11 ti rlliirli t Silt"). AO
hv the 64tb
..a
t. ns.be ,..li..
U
...I,...
a.
U--Tohn
W
fnmni,A
'
u iuin v.v, n
tn
n
""'
iw wiu'ij.
ill IIIU rait ui duuui mill unnm-n
KfeiHT
T.and
i
i
Attomev. Niiw Reaih
i i, a t

1

-

-

ilfactorv.

able

tare

Will nnt nav fmrv nriee. hut
tr, handle 50,000 to 75.000 acres
N0.88
state Kecord, Santa
N. M.

LAHOMA COPPER CO.

h-

WANTED
Information and terms
relative to ranch of 5,000 to 10,00(1
acres with plenty of stock water
N'o. 16. State Record, Santa Fe, N. M

Incorporated.

WANTED Kan eh of 8,0)O to 10.000
.ores.
Must have cood prass and
vater. Will not pav any fancy prices
15 State Record. Santa Fe. N

c:--

we ofCapital Stock $1, 509,003.00 Fully Paid and
fer 150,009 shares of Treasury stock at 25 cents per share the proceeds of the stock sale to be used to construct a 125 ton oil flotation
mill and buy truck for to haul out c encentrates.
Buy stock in a preposition here at home, help home industries
to do so shovs progrsssivRisu it will also bring in out side capital
so badly needed to develop the many natural resources of our state.
As the U. S. Government has guaranteed 23 V2 cents per pound
for copper. We can guarantee 8 per cent on the money invested
will be paid, for
this is net saying that the above amount is aTl
as additional anovrt will be paid as a bonus.
Engineers report and samples of ore from property can be seen
at the office west side of Plase or Joseph B. Hay ward, Capital City
Bank Building or address.

emu wanten on a proof I
nr tract of frr,m SOflO to 100(10
'cr t s anywhere in New .Mexico. Will!
t.o,wti
v' "
ii ti.Will MIIK II Mil
inni. mn - Kpnn
IIIIIUUC UI CVll
Ht iiuituiv.
in. viir.,r-Sanu ""t Pay any hncv pricM. If von have
cominff in so plentifully lately.
wheat Kcncrally is runninK higher
rp rn
;rea.on.ililc offer let me hear from you
.t nvmn.- - ......
.....
.1,,. ,s. ,., n i nf Fp. Nfw
t
ii:.
si ni
t,
l ii is yidi man
wiv Tl,. . tr..t
with full ir.form.i'.ion in votir first let
W. W. the build inK lias heen awarded to W.
good yields are reported.
K.
Ground
r
Cyiinders
State Ki cord Santa Fe.
spccialt) ter. An.
Hendricks
has. an averacre of w. i. wriRsny ana a uirce ot carpenters nf rrm,ii5 ,,... a, - tm..,iir. itKin.
nave
n
ns
tnr
on
nn
an
rd?worK
is
p yninn ts;
pist
httshels per acre. r. U. lirown lias
(vtn
already at
nriCKiayirs
WANTED
,
iu
if
icae i.ir.Lie tract i'i
.ik".
ii.,..
"c
wt-i1622
located and sufficiently
just about the Fame average, .un.tnc mo, rttsnintr it. to completion as
W.ir.e St. D.nvcr,
;
',',
a larpe field S. R. Gerritson aver- - rapidly as possible.
watered for pasture 'and. Northern
.
i
-.
iurs. vvery mu.ih
New M"ico preferred Interested up
atjea otl nttsneis.
I'.l Taso real es
Dnc-- s Stopped For Wliile
INVESTMENTS
field went 3.1 bushels.
to ."(1.000 acres. No. 17. Care State
Mvron A. Kesncr of the Dentine: ate investments pav well. Increa- Kecord. Santa Fe, N. M.
Some
Future assured
war service hoard slid vesterdav that 'tis values
Scftool Children Knit For Soldiers
Indicate sii WANTED
lave
ts who are de- Up in Colfax .county, in the mining there will he no hand concerts ar--in ( r.ti thinas on hr.nd.
!
contemplated investment and ;e;i sirons if purchasing
ranches with
camp districts, school children are Doming until the new schedule is
tor
,1
list
hv
McOmcheor
McCutclieon
Maior
Division
helmets
mured
make
UOn.I
to
v:c
n
Adjutant
working feverishly
adjacent. Oive partien!- si 5 Mills Hldt;. Fl Paso, Texas
enlistM.
Ncllv.
II.
dances
The
"Httfrme"afchans."
fir
scarfs,
far
as
convenient in first
wristlets,
N
21. State Kecord. Santa!
tiles" and knitted socles for the Am- - ed men will not be held until Mr. SALESMAN Tn app.nn Ats'ents (it preat
IT.
erican soldiers with the expedition- - Kesnrr arranges his schedule to con
Fe. N. M.
s! Antfini"hi!e
I'nsi
Tr.ii:l,n
,in market.
form with the reorganization of the inn Ofn'ti is il Ii a nnlle'n dollar rnm
.
arv forces in France.
FOR SAI.Fl.IVE STOCK
r
offers
an!
oi
34th
turn,
division.
piny.
This is the report Assistant State
'iMnre. Write irivini,' ri (ereners. Suile illH
Vincent
.
CF.PMAN
School
John
Hi iti
AM) FRFNC H lrit-N.
Y.
Superintendent
il.erty
T..er,
l. re,
Moving Cattle lo Arizona
,t,a .,,. ct,r.l
S'alli"ii5, alsn I'. rch, ,,n an. K.
S. ,,:.'!S
Mates a
an(1
Livestock
tie
T,,c
f
ltr'i
PF.NS,ONS-S..M- i.-r
INDIAN
U',,f,n
WARS
cliil-!'
the
addiriir
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A bird's eye view of this country today would show a panorama of counties"
military and industrial activities.
Here the smoke of a thousand stacks obscures the view of arsenal, steel and
iron works and innumerable factories.
There the sun's rays flash upon thousands of glittering bayonets and rise and
set on many new and strange looking cities the mobilization camps of the
armies of the Republic, or gild the wings of swift aeroplanes gliding to and
fro in bird-lik- e
flight over broad aviation fields.
The National Capitol would be seen, from which all these vast enterprises are
with hundreds of telephone lines radiating from it
directed and
to all parts of the country, and linking it to each military and industrial
center.
A veritable maze of other telephone pole lines, covering the whole country
k
of wires, would be visible, connecting city, town, camp, fortiwith a
stations, and lightfication, navy yards, military headquarters, coast-guarhouses.
Everywhere busy groups of telephoct workers would be disclosed erecting
poles and stringing wires to meet new and extraordinary demands for service.
All this telephone activity is but a part of the vast work the Bell System
is doing.
Join us in this patriotic service, by remembering that the more eareful you
are to make only telephone calls that are necessary and to confine your talks
as much as possible, to the less busy hours of the day, the better we can meet
the needs of the Nation.
net-wor-

d

,

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company

"I am not playing tonight.
begged.
May Enser Is going on in my place. We
arranged It a week ago. I had two
fines to pny on Saturday, and I haven't
hud a decent meal this week. But I
had forgotten," she broko off, with a
sudden note of disappointment in her

GOOD

cushions as the car glided off. John
walked to the corner of the street In
gloomy silence. Then he remembered
his companion. He stopped short.
"Sophy," he begged, "don't hold me
to my promise. I don't want to take
you out to supper tonight. I am not In
the humor for It"
"Don't be foolish !" she replied. "If
you stay alone, you will only imagine
things and be miserable. We needn't
huve any supper, unless you like. Let
me come and sit In your rooms with
you."
"No !" he decided, almost roughly. "I
am losing myself, Sophy. I um losing
something of my strength every day.
Louise doesn't help as she might. Don't
stny with me, please. I nm beginning
to have moods, and when they come on
I want to be ulone."
She drew a little closer to him.
"Let me come, piense!" she begged,
with a pathetic, almost childlike quiver
at the corner of her Hps.
He looked down ut her. A sudden
wave of tenderness swept every other
thought from his mind. Ills mental
balance seemed suddenly restored. He
hulled a passing tuxl nnd handed Sophy

came to find out r. little more about
"Why shouldn't L Just to punish
you."
you?" she demanded. "There are
scores of men who fancy themselves In
"About mer
"To discover If there was anything love with me. If I choose, I can keep
about you," he proceeded deliberately them all their Uvea hanging to the
hem of my skirt, praying for a word, a
"concerning which report had lied.
do not place my faith In newspapers touch. I can make them furious one
tone. "There's your brother. I musn't
and gossip. There was always a chance day nnd penitent the next wretched
take you away from him."
that you might have been an honest always, perhaps, but I can keep them
woman. That Is why I came to Lon there. Why should I not treat your PIKE'S PEAK HIGHWAY OPEN
"We'll all have dinner together."
John suggested. "You'll come, of
don, and why I went to see your play brother in the same way?"
He seemed suddenly to dilate. She Alignment Definitely Completed From
last night."
course, Stephen?"
She was speechless. It was as If be was overcome with a sense of some latAtlantle to Paclflo Last Link
Stephen shook his head.
were speaking to her In some foreign ent power in the man, some commandHas Been Forged.
"Thank you," he said, "I am due at
ing Influence.
tongue.
my hotel. I'm going buck to Cumber! ID
The Pike's peak ocean to ocean high'
"I have struggled," he continued, to
DDDFNHFIM
"Because," he declared, "I am the
JhrT&.rDHII
land tomorrow morning, and my errand
uiwwir-v- r
r
i " inc nASTtif nunnciri eu."
is already done."
adopt a charitable view of your pro guardian of my brother's happiness. way has definitely completed an Inde
fession. I know that the world changes Whoever trifles with It shall In the fu- pendent alignment from the Atlantic to
"You will do nothing of the sort!"
want not inc. Nothing that she has
CHAPTER XV Continued.
the Pacific coast, says the New York
while we, who prefer to re- ture reckon with me !"
quickly,
John
declared.
9
done tonight should make her any the
His eyes were fixed upon her soft, Tribune. The last link In the chain
main outside its orbit, of necessity lose
be
"Piense
begged.
Sophy
nmlnble,"
"It's wiimliTful .'" Suphy declared. less worthy of you und your love."
white
His
throat.
was
touch
with its new ideas und new
long, lean fingers
forged at San Francisco on July
I shall
He strode away Into the further "If you won't come with us,
"Try mill bear the thread iif It ull In
fushlons. So I said to myself that seemed suddenly to be drawing near SO, when the national officers. In conwith
your minil. For tvvi mis you hale room. He reappeared in u moment or simply run uwny and leave you
to
her.
She
there should be no mistake. For that
watched him, fascinated. ference with representatives of various
liwn iiskcd to focus your attention two. his hair smoothly brushed, his tie John. You needn't look at your
reuson J sat In a thenter lust night al She was trying to scream. Even after California routes, selected the Feath- clothes," she went on. . "We can go to
upon the iiicri'iiMiiiu brutality of the newly arranged.
most for the first time In my life,
Sacramento Causeway routes
n
either.
sho'n't
"I'll come, little girl," he promised. I grillroom. John mo all dress,
marquis. Uciiieiiiher that, won't you?"
sow you net."
and established the Pacific coast termiabout Cumwant you to tell
"Not likely to forgi-"I don't know what I'll suy to her, but
it." Joint
"Well?" she asked almost defiantly,
nus at Oakland and San Francisco,
of yours
"How well tli f y ull net!"
I'll cninc. There cuu't be uny hurui in berland, where this brother
He looked down at her. All splendid
With terminal on the Atlantic sealives. He doesn't tell us half enough !"
There was ;i quarter of mi hour's Hint
board both at New York city and Philseemed ebbing away,
his
arm
John
his
through
passed
Interval before the curtain rose uguiu.
She felt a sudden depression of spirit,
"of course not," she answ ered
adelphia, the first prong passes through
nnd led him awny.
Into It
Humors coiicvniiiijj the last net hail fully.
a sudden strange sense of Insignifi
the most terrible goose. brother's
Newark and Morristown, N. 3. ; Eaaton
n.null r.M Minn'
'TV..
,.,..1 l,..,.
been flouting about fur weeks, ami the John," she added, ns they walked down
vtnut a seitisli pig I am!" he ex- cance.
and Allentown, Pa., Joining wltn the
ho
said.
exiite-inent
claimed.
house was almost tense with
the corridor. "Do, please, lose your
"1 nave come," he snld, "If I can, to
"Anyhow, It's nil over now,
Philadelphia prong at Beading, Pa
at
dined
LulgPs,
They
together
We'll
us the eurtiiln went up. The tragical air. The whole world is ut
go back to Luigi's to supper, by buy my brother's freedom."
thence continuing westward along the
be
trio
assorted
Sophy,
curiously
nil means. I am going to make you
scene was the country ehuleuu of the Louise's feet tonight. You mustn't let
"To buy your brother's freedom?'
William Penn highway through Harris-burtween the two men. supplying a dls toll me all about thut
"Mur(iiis lie (iu.v." who brought u her know how absurdly you have been
young man from she repeated, In a duzed tone.
Tyrone, Altoona, to Pittsburgh;
was
She
note.
alien
always
tlnetly
Iluth !"
Tomorrow you will find thut
noisy crowd of companions from Paris feeling.
"My brother is infutunted with you,'
Ohio through SteubenvlUe,
crossing
she
but
gny,
although
uniuslng,
always
without nny warning. His wife showed every paper in I.ondou will be ucclullu- "I wish to save
stepnen declared.
Coshocton, Newark, Columbus, Springto
remarks
most
addressed
her
of
CHAPTER XVII.
him."
sijjns of illsinay ut Ills coming, lie ing her genius."
field and Dayton; Indiana through
Stephen, he never once unbent He ate
John squared his shoulders.
The womnn's courage began to as
had brought with him women whom
Richmond, Indianapolis, Roekville; Illiof
seldom
and
drank
speaking
simply,
Louise glanced at her watch, sat up sert itself. She raised her eyes to his,
"All the sumo," he declured grimly.
she declined lo receive.
nois through Decatur, Springfield,
or
himself
and
his
negafirmly
plans,
In bed, and turned
"If I could burn the theuter and the
The creat scene between her
reproachfully
"Exactly what do you mean?" she
Missouri
Jacksonville,
Griggsville;
nil their suggestions for the re toward Aline.
nnil herself took place In the play, ami lock up Uralllot for a mouth tiving
asked calmly. "In what way is any
through Hannibal, Macon, ChilUcothe,
mainder of the evening. Occasionally
do
Is
on
I'd
first
It
man
the
"Aline,
know
!"
linll
do
eleven
of
the
it
to
be
only
you
chateau,
from
saved
If
me?
tonight,
square
your
St Joseph ; Kansas through Hiawatha,
he glanced nt the clock. John became o'clock?" she exclaimed.
floor. Louise reaffirms her Intention
brother should care for me, and I, by
Belleville, Norton, Colby, Ooodlandj
conscious of n certain feeling of curi"I am very sorry, mndame," the lat nny chance, should happen to care for
CHAPTER XVI.
of leaving the house. Her hu.ound
Colorado through Burlington, Llmon,
osity, which In a sense Sophy shared.
ter
to
Is
hastened
In
a
la
in
"but
there
r.
Her
what
would
ut
a
hopethat be
him,
explain,
laughs
position
respect
Colorado Springs, Manltou, HartseL
"Your brother seems to me like a gentleman downstairs
who wishes to stute from which he would require salless.
The days und weeks drifted Into man
Buena Vista, Leadville, Glenwood
with a purpose," she said, ns they see you. He
will
until
mon lis, and Johu remained In London.
wait
he
vation?"
"What can you do?" he mocks.
says
Springs, Rifle, Meeker; Utah through
stood in the entrance hull on their way you can receive
him. I thought you
She shrugs her shoulders anil passes His circle of friends und Ills Interests
"You make my task more difficult,'
Vernal, Duchesne, Heber City, Park
a prophet would like to know."
of
Into her room. The marquis sinks upon had widened. It was only his rela- out a the restaurant. "Like
he observed deliberately.
"Does It
City, Salt Lake City, Ogden, Brigham,
with mission, perhaps I should say,
"A
Is
and
Joined by tions with Louise which remained still
h settee,
gentleman at this hour of the amuse you to practice your profession
presently
Ludn ; Nevada via the Overland trail
John nodded. In the little passage
one of the ladles who have trnvelod unchanged. Alwuys chnrmlng to him,
Louise yuwued. "How ab- before one so Ignorant and so unappre-dativ- e
through Elko, Winnemucca, Lovelock,
nnd Stephen morning?"
where
he
stood,
they
her
to
talks
tii
him
1'nris.
from
with
lie
in much of her time, favoring
as myself? If my brother
giving
Deno, and California through Portola,
to dwnrf the passers-by- .
The surd! Anyhow, you ought to know
seemed
Is
lil
She
wall.
the
better than to wake me up before the should ever marry, It Is my firm Inten "Take Him With You!" She Broke ir Quincy, Oroville,
of the niettires
m, beyond a doubt, more than any of
in their evening clothes and pallid
Morysvllle, Sacramenmen,
de
to
meet the Marquise
Imminent
her admirers, there wus yet about her
tion that he shall marry an honest
proper time."
Fiercely,
to, Davis, Benlcla, Martinez, Berkeley,
faces, seemed suddenly insignificant,
"I am very sorry, mndame," Aline re woman.
something elusive, something which
(uy.
he had turned
women like dolls,
and left her, after Oakland and San Francisco.
The marquis knocks at his wife's seemed Intended to keep liliu so far as nnd the
Louise sat quite still for a moment. she had hdird away
plied. "I hesitated for some time, but
The completion of the western extenJohn
'For
his
the
last
measured
time,
Stephen,"
trump de
I thought you would like to know thnt A flash of lightning had glittered
door, ller voice Is heard clearly, lifter possible ut arm's length.
e
sion
of the highway followed an official
come to a music bull
the
flew
"won't
U
her
said,
scending
stulrs,
you
fingers
u moment's pause.
the gentleman was here. It Is Mr.
her eyes, and In her ears was the her throat. She held herself
There wns nothing tangible of which with us?"
tightly Inspection of the trip made by Presi"In a few minutes!" she replies.
Mr.
John'
lie could complain, und this probationcrash
of
sudthunder.
Stephen
was
Strangewey
face
Her
"I have made my plnns for the eve brother."
standing there with beuting heart one dent C. F. Adams, In accordance with
The marquis resumes his lllrtntlon. ary period wus of his own suggestion.
denly strained. She saw nothing but throbbing pulses. It was not until the the decision of the midsummer meetthank you," Stephen replied,
Louise
Ills companion becomes Impatient
He bore it grimly, holding his pluce, ning,
her
knees
her
with
the
of
clasped
the
stern,
forbidding
expression
out his hand. "Good night!"
front door had closed that she hai ing beld on top of Pike's peak, July
the Marquis hns pledged his word that whenever it was possible, by her side holding
nnd sat thinking. She was wide man who looked down nt her.
Ie left them standing there nnd fingers
the strength to move, to throw herset
following a sociability tour from
she should be received by his wife. An Willi dogged persistence. Then one evenow.
awake
You
to
dare
to
in
here
this
me,
say
face downward upon the couch.
off down the Strand. John, lookChilUcothe and St Joseph. The reHe has been here some time al my own house?"
ancient enmity against the Marquise ning there was it knock ut his door, walked
ports made on the inspection trip indiing after him, frowned. He was con
de t!uy prompts her to insist.
und Stephen Strangewey wulked In.
"Dare? Why not? Don't people tell
ready, niudume," Aline continued. "I
Louise ate a very small luncheon. cate that less than 10 per cent of the
scious of u certain foreboding.
did
The marquis shrug his shoulders
I
not
wish
to
disturb
but
the
truth
you,
here
in
you
then?"
seemed
he
a
little
London,
Stephen, although
but an unusual thing for her Sh 1,600 miles between Colorado Springs
"I suppose," Sophy sighed, as they
and knocks more loudly than ever ut taller nnd gaunter than ever, though
She rose a little unsteadily to her drank two
perhaps it wus better for you
waited for a toxical), "we shall spend thought
glasses of wine. Just ai and San Francisco Is In poor condition.
his wife'N door. She comes out dressed he seemed to bring Into the
know that he was here.
to
him
feet,
toward
the
door. she had finished, Sophy came In, witt The road follows streams, Is through
motioning
perhaps the remainder of the evening in the
for travel nnd is met by I'nrudny, who overwiirmed atmosphere of John's
Louise
decided.
and
"Quite
Aline,"
bell.
lit- toward
right,
the
moving
Suddenly
usual fashion !"
fingers and a serious ex
Go down and tell him thnt I will see she sunk back Into her former
suddenly appears.
pluce. presslon.
"Do you mind?" John asked.
"Vnu linked me what I could do,"
him in liulf an hour, und get my bath breathless and helpless.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
"So," she assented resignedly. "That
Rho .lays, pointing to her lover. "You
ready at once."
Why do you waste your breath T he
play will end by making a driving
see row !"
Louise
dressed
herself
but
asked
simply
calmly. "We are alone here. CHINESE BECOME MOVIE FANS
idiot of me. If Louise Is tired tonight,
Tlifre was n moment's breathless sicarefully. She could conceive of but you nnd I we know the truth !"
though, I warn you that I shall insist one reason for
lence through the house. The seene In
in
sat
She
Stephen's presence
quite still, shivering a little. Dressed in Her Best Silks and Mos
upon supper."
Itself was u little beyond anything that
"Do we? Tell me, then, because I
house, and it rather amused her. It
"It's n bnrgnln," John promised. her
Dazzling Jewels, Oriental Woman
the audience had expected. Sophy,
was, of course, no friendly visit. He am curious tell me why you are so
"We'll drive Louise home, and then I'll had come
Watches Films All Day.
who had been leaning over the edge of
to threaten or to sure of what you say."
either
take you buck to Lulgl's. We haven't
the )ox, turned urounil In no little
Yet
could
he
What
do?
what
The world hns it," he replied, "thnt
China has capitulated to the plctun
cajole.
been out together for some time, have hud
she to fear? She went over the in- you are the mistress of the prince of show. So much so, In fact, that Chi
enxi'ly. She heard the door slum.
we?"
Join had disappeared!
in her mind, imagining him Seyre. I came to London to satisfy nese women now make attendance a
terview
She looked up at him with a little crushed
Hi left the theater with only his hat
and subdued by her superior myself as to the truth of that report social event, to be observed with a disgrimace and patted his hand.
In I'ls hand, turning up his coat by
and finesse.
Do you believe thut any man living, play of their choicest and most beautl
subtlety
"You
have neglected me," she said.
as he passed through the driving
With a little smile of coming triumph among that audience last night, could ful silks and most dazzling Jewels.
all these fine ladies have
think
"I
All
senses
his
seemed
her
rnh.
Instead of social functions at home
upon
tingling
lips she descended the stairs watch the piny although you are a
turned your hend."
w'th some nameless horror. The bril
nnd swept Inio her pleasantly warmed clever actress, madam and believe
1th tea and music and thnt sort of
a little closer to him and
She
drew
.
of
of
the
the
lince
and perfumed little drawing-roomShe thnt you were a woman who was living thing, Chinese women who would be li
language,
subtlety
passed her urm through his. John even held out her hand
situation, seemed like some evil
, the
fashion eat a large breakfast, adore
cordially to the an honest life?"
ninde no responsive movement. He was
trull drawn across that one horrible
Thut seems Impossible to you?" she themselves like a New York society
grim figure whose outline against
filled with resentment nt the sensation dark,
climax. It wus Louise who had come
the dainty white wall seemed so inap- demanded.
woman bound for the opera and sally
of pleasure that her affectionate ges
from that room a nil pointed to Faraforth for a day of watching the fllmi
propriate.
'Utterly Impossible !"
him.
ture
gave
flicker.
"This Is very nice of you Indeed, Mr.
day!
And to John?"
The curtain wns up nnd the play in
He reached his rooms he scarcely
Mai
Strangewey," she began. "I had no Idea
I am speaking for myself and not "The motion picture craze In China,"
- ' '
t Xa U
progress when they reached the box that you had followed
know how und walked upstairs. There
your brother's for my brother," Stephen replied. "Men said Ernest Young, who has been sev
had
taken
John
thut
for
the
season,
off
lie threw
some of his dripping garand come to town."
like him, who are assailed by a certain era! years In the Orient, according to
The spell of It nil, against which he example
ments, opened the window wide, anil
She told herself once more that her madness, are best left alone with it. the Seattle Times, "now has reached f
so
had
came
often
over
John
fought,
stood there.
slight instinct of uneasiness had been That is why I came to you to bargain, point where the natives are demanding
anew. He set his chair back against absurd.
He looked out over the Thame, and
show. The way the women
Stephen's bow, although a lit- if I could. Is there anything that you an
wall
and
watched
and
the
a
listened,
wns
a red flare before his eyes.
there
tle formal and austere, was still an lack anything which your own suc- 'doll up' at these exhibitions would Road
sense
of
veritable
Through Williams Canon, Near
hypnotism
creeping acknowledgment of her welcome. The cess and your lover, or
Stephen was right, he told himself.
lovers, have send their fairer sisters of other counover his senses. Presently the same shadows
Manltou, Colo.
There wns nothing hut evil to he found
Into
tries
of
the
had
hysterics."
room,
preto
perhaps,
failed
for
provide
"It's Louise You Want Not Me."
you?"
Impulse which had come to him so vented him from seeing her out
Mr.
said
the
Chinese
motion
here, nothing but bitter Mlsapimlnt-ment- .
Young
Inhabited
It was uselcsa to try to rise; she
territory with lesa desert or
before Induced him to turn stretched hand.
nothing but the pnln which deep, tie sitting room something of the cold many times
was powerless in all her limbs. Side picture fans are strong for action In desolate country to cross than any othIn
to
his
read
the
aufaces
of
head,
the
film entertainment and gladly sit er
ens Into anguish. Hotter to remain austerity of his own domain, had evl
"Mine is a very short visit, Miss Mautranscontinental
side with the anger and horror that their
route, and travIn
like Stephen, unloving nnd unloved, to deutly come In no unfriendly spirit. He dience the reflection of her genius. He rel," he said. "I had no other reason by
his words aroused was a sense of some- are a theater all day, providing there erses some of the most wonderful scehnd
often
watched
those
lines
of
long
draw nearer to the mountains, to find took both his brother's hands in his
enough thrills to go around. The nic sections of the United States. Visto see John and to pay thing almost grotesque, something
faces changing, each In Its own way, for coming but
more shooting the merrier the show. its were made at
Joy In the crops and the mln and the und gripped them warmly.
this call upon you."
each town en route,
to
which
seemed
an
force
unnatural
under
the
of
her
art.
magic
The Orientals, according to Mr. Young, to create new enthusiasm
Tonight
I can t tell you how glad I am to
sunshine, to listen stonily to the cry
"I am greatly flattered," she told laugh from ber Hps.
for the route,
he looked beyond. He knew very well
also
are
keen
for
of human beings as If to some voice see you, Stephen !" John declured.
comedy.
must
"You
him.
sit
down
and
confer regarding highway development
please
"So you want to buy me off?"
his search had a special object.
that
"Chinese
Mr.
from nn unknown world.
audiences,"
Young
said,
make
comfortable
we
while
It has been nil effort to me to
yourself
more complete mark"I should be glad to believe that It "are
demonstrative and, when the and arrange for a
He lenned a little further from the come," Stephen admitted. "I am one Suddenly he gripped, the arms of his tulk. See, this Is my favorite place,
was within my power to do so. I have hero very
ing system. The average running time
chair. In the front row of the pit, sitsaves
the
heroine
an
from
awful
window, and gazed Into the court nt a of the
she
into
a
corner of not John's great fortune, but I have
added, dropping
was 19 mllea per hour.
Strnngeweys.
death at the hands of some 'Desperate
dizzy depth below. He had cut himself What I feel is pretty well locked up ting head and shoulders taller than the her lounge. "Will you sit beside me? money, the accumulated
An emphatic campaign Is now being
savings of a Desmond,' they give vent to their apadrift from the pence which might have Inside. The lust time you and I met men and women who lounged over the Or, If you prefer, draw up that chair." lifetime, for which I have
no better
conducted to complete the marking of
wooden rest in front of them, was
in
cheers
and
wild
boon his. He would never know again
proval
rousing
I
perhaps
spoke too much ; so here I Stephen. More than ever, among these
"My preference," he replied, "Is to purpose. There Is one more thing, too,
the Pike's Peak trail from coast to
ine Joys or his earlier life. It was for am !
remain standing."
to be said."
coast The national specifications rehe
seemed
unnppropriate
surroundings,
this that he had fought so ninny batShe raised her eyebrows. Her tone
"It's fine of you," John declared. "I
"Another charge?"
quire- red and white bands, each 10
Peru to Fight Malaria.
tles, clung so tightly to one Ideal for remember nothing of thut duy. We will to represent something almost patri- altered.
"Not that" he told her; "only it Is
forks,
The government of Peru Is taking Inches In width, at
Louise, who could show herself to any look at things squarely together, even archal, a forbidding and disapproving
It must be as
of course," better for you to understand that if steps for a
vigorous campaign against and frequent Intervals between, these
one who cared to pay his shilling or where we differ. I'm "
spirit sitting .(i judgment upon some she continued ; you I wish,
have
such
me
be
turn
on
to
from
"only
house
this malaria
pleas you
your
painted
telephone poles, fence
modern and unworthy wantonness. His
the country. The
nls
glorying In her dis
He broke off In the middle of his senant recollections of your hospitality at morning, I shall still feel the necessity work is throughout
to be classified under four posts, trees or rocks. In addition, a
honor; nurse tlian glorying In It find tence. The door had been suddenly face, stern and grave, showed little
of saving my brother from you."
heads: Treatment of patients, pro- striking marker design in red and white
sign of npprovnl or disapproval, but to
Ing some subtle humor In the little ges opened, and Sophy lierard made
-John's apprehending eyes the critical
saving mm rrom mer she ex tection of people living In plnces where has been adopted, and 1,500 enameled
ture wltn which she had pointed, un- somewhat Impetuous entrance.
wns there, the verdict fore
claimed, rising suddenly and throwing malaria is recognized as epidemic, de- steel signs, 14 by 20 inches In size, are
ashamed, to her lover.
"I'm absolutely sick of ringing, senRe
out her arms. "Do you know what struction of
He
doomed.
as
understood
In
a
Insects, to be placed on individual posts at Inflash
a
nent
little lower from the John," she excluimed. "Oh, I beg your
joint
you are talking about? Do you know and drainage or other special treat- tervals of not more than five miles bethnt Stephen hud come there to Judge
window. A sudden dizziness seemed pardon! I hadn't the least idea
you once more the woman whom his broththat If I consented to think of your ment of swampy lands. In connec- tween New York and Ban Francisco.
to have come over him. Then he wns had anyone with you."
brother as my husband, there Is not a tion with Its campaign the Peruvian
er desired.
forced to mm urounil. His door had
She stood still In surprise, a little
man in London who would not envy government will Import annually whatThe curtain went up again and the
Highways In Connecticut
been quickly opened and shut. It wns apologetic smile upon her lips. John
him? Look at me! I am beautiful, am ever quantity of quinine may be
The construction of concrete highSophy who was crossing toward him hastened forward und welcomed her, piny moved on, with subtle yet inevita
I not? I am a great artist. I am Lou deemed necessary, such Imports to be ways Is going on In 22 cities and towns
tne rain streaming from her ruined
"It's nil right. Sophy." he declared. ble dramatic power, toward the hated
ise Maurel, and I have made myself exempt from Import duties and port In Connecticut and when these conopera cloak.
"Let ine Introduce my brother, may IT and dreaded crisis.
famous by my own work and my own charges. Individuals and Institutions tracts have been completed there will
The play came to an end presently,
"John !" she cried. "Oh, John !"
Miss
My brother
Stephen
Sophy amid a storm of applause. The
genius. What bas your brother done are to be enabled to purchase this be about 70 miles of concrete surfaced
nne leu mm back to his chnir and uerard.
grim
In life to render him worthy of the quinine from the government at cost payment In that state. The highways
figure In the front of the pit remained
knelt by his side. She held his hands
rose
from
his
Stephen
slowly
place, motionless and silent. He was one of
sacrifice I should make If I chose to price for their own use or treatment are 18 feet wide and cost 115,000 a
tightly.
down his pipe, and bowed stiffly to
laid
-give him my hand? Tou had better of malaria patients In their charge.
mile.
inu mustn't reel like this," she Sophy. She held out her hand, how the last to leave, and John watched his
go back to Cumberland, Mr. Strangefobbed; "you mustn't, John, really I ever, and smiled up at him delightfully. retreating figure with a sigh. Sophy
him away.
Something New About Birds.
wey. You do not see life at we see It
Good Roads Indispensable.
lou uont understand. It's all a nlav
"How nice of you to come and see drew
Prof. A. A. Allen, In the Scientific
up here!"
The time has come when we must
"We had better hurry round," she
Louise wouldn't really do anything like your poor, lonely brother!" she said.
"And what about John?" he ashed. American, declares that polygamy ex- consider the roads an asset Indismat r
We have done our best to spoil him. said. "Louise Is always very quick getwithout moving. "You tempted him ists among several varieties of. our pensable to the
g
of the farmready."
ting
Me
slilvered.
I'm
afraid
is
hut
he
he
Nevertheless,
very homesick
away. Was It from wantonness, or do common birds. The felicity of mated er and his family. This being true. Is
found her, as a matter of fact.
clutched ber hands and drew her closer sometimes. I hope you've come to
They
and
birds
has
dove"
the
stay
"cooing
theory
him?"
love
you
It not every man's duty to do all be
to him.
a long time and to learn all about Lon In the act of leaving. She welcomed
"Love him?" she laughed. "I hate received a shock from Professor Al- can to keep the roads In good
"uo, piense, listen to me." she don, as John is doing. If you are half them naturally enough, but John
deMr.
len's
Robin
does
not
discovery.
you both! You are boors you are
begged. "It's all over. Louise is her- as nice as he Is, we'll give you such a fancied that her greeting showed some
serve all
has been
ignorant people. I hate the moment I showered the praise that
self again Louise Muurel. The Mar- good time!"
signs of embarrassment
upon him; neither does Mr.
saw
ever
either
of
Coed Reads.
John
Take
you.
back
knew
never
de
was
"You
I
lived
that
From his great height. Stephen
Guy
quise
going out to
except upon
with you. Take him out of my life. Wren, for they are both polygamlsta. ' Um thtn CVmnmnrm Maanant mi
those boards. It is simply a wonderful looked down upon the girl's upturned supper tonight?" she asked. "Oh didn't
Mr.
He
Allen.
two
of
tells
says
finding
construction and maintenance
There Is no place there for bin 1"
creation.
Any one of the great ac- face a little austerely.
She chattered I tell you? The prince has asked the
different
of robins nests, the hignvra.
In the United States In 1018. Of this
Stephen picked up hla hat from the two nests pairs
French people, from His Majesty's to "My Preference la to Remain Standtresses would play that part and glory away, entirely unabashed.
In each pair built exactly amount 14 Southern
states spent apsofa where It lay. Louise remained
in It the very greatest. John. Oh. It's
"I do hope you're not shocked at my meet M. Gralllot at supper. I am huralike. Joined together and having a proximately $52,000,000.
ing."
so hard to make you understand ! Lou- bursting In upon your brother like rying home to dress."
perfectly still, her breath coming quick- common foundation.
robTwo
female
ise is waiting for you. They are all this! We really are great pals, and I
John handed her Into her waiting Peak Hall that I should like, if there ly, ber eyes Ut with passion.
ins raised broods, sitting side by side
"Madam," be said, "I am sorry to In two different
Prepare Roads for Winter.
waiting at the supper party. You are live only just across the way. We are automobile In silence. She glanced was any possible way In which I could
nests, one male robin
Use the drag to get roads Into the
"
distressed
It
but
return
the
have
you,
truth presiding over both households.
expected. You must go and tell her much less formal up here, you know, into his face.
best possible shape for winter. They
"Madam," he Interrupted, "yon must sometimes hurts the most callous of
"Is anything the matter?" she asked.
thnt you think It was wonderful !"
than you are In the country. John, I've
may be bad enough at best, but proper
admit that the hospitality of Peak Hall us. Tou have heard the truth from
lie rose slowly to his feet and caught brought you a message from Louise."
"Nothing!"
Grievous Blow.
will help greatly.
"The prince would have asked you. was not willingly offered to you. Save me. I will take John back to Cumberat her hands roughly.
"About tonlghtr
T asked Jlbway about his war gar work
without a doubt" Louise continued. for the force of circumstances, you land with me, If be will come. If he den and he became furiously angry. Is
She nodded.
"Supposing I won't go?" he whisTar 'Macadam Roads.
"Louise Is most frightfully sorry." "but he knows that you are not really would never have crossed our thresh- will
pered hoarsely. "Supposing I keep
the man crazy?"
The tar macadam road has given
"Take him with you I" ahe broke In
she explained, "but she has to go down Interested in the stage, and this party old."
'No. but you mustn't make a mistake
you here Instead. Sophy?"
She shrugged her shoulders.
She fiercely. "He will do as I bid him do like that again. Jibway's war garden the best results of any form of street
She swayed for a moment. Some- to Streatham to open a bazaar, and she is entirely French they do not speak
In Calcutta.
thing flashed into her face and passed can't possibly be back in time to dine a word of English. Au revolr! Sophy. was adapting her tone and manner to you bear? If I lift my little linger, he Involved him In a quarrel with some surfacing tried
will stay. It will be I who decide, of his neighbors and he has lost the
before the theater. Can you guess what take care of him, and mind you behave the-- belligerency of bis attitude.
way. She was paler than erer.
Team and Drag Held.
weur
I "
yourselves I"
"Dear John." she begged, "pull your- she dared to suggest T"
friendship of the only man In the com
A good team and split-lo"But you will not lift your little fin munity who can play a good game of
"Too want to know why I have found
She waved her band to them both
"I think I can," John replied, smiling.
drag drtv-eItemember that Louise
self
ever the road after each rain helps
"Say you will, there's a dear," she and threw herself back among the my way to Loudon?" he went on. "I ger," he Interrupted grimly.
Ir waiting for you. It's Louise yoq
pinochle,"
to keep It passable.
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LESSON FOR OCTOBER 21
THE TEMPLE REBUILT AND DEDL
CATED.
LESSON TEXT Eira
GOLDEN TEXT Enter Into hl Kate
and Into his court
with thanksgiving,
with pralee. Paalmi 100:4.
3:8-1-

The remnant

6:14-1- 8.

which returned

had

now become iettled In their new homes
As It would be a considerable time before the temple could be rebuilt, ar-

rangement was made for the religious
life as early as possible, as religion
was the very heart of the nation's life.
They first set up the altar of the God
of Israel (3 ) and offered burnt offerings thereon. They next revived
the annual festivals (3 ) which hnd
a powerful, unifying Influence upon
them.
I. The Appointment of Officers to
Set Forward the Work of the Lord's
House (v. 8, 0). Overseers were needed to direct this great work. Rubbish
needed to be cleared awny so the building operations could begin; timber
needed to be cut in the Lebanon forests
and floated down to Joppa; stones
needed to be cut from the quarries ; Intelligent and consecrated men were
needed to direct this work, as It was
needful that It be done with the utmost
expedition. The Lord's house demands
the most systematic adjustment of Us
labors. Here seal will not make up for
lack of Intelligence.
II. The Foundation of the Temple
This was done amid
Laid (3:10-13great rejoicing. The consciousness that
the Lord's house was taking shape,
even thongh the mere foundations
could be seen, provoked Brent enthusiasm on the part of the people. Musicians were appointed to furnish music while the work was being done. Under the Influence of music men will do
better work, armies will march and
fight better when bands are playing.
While there was great Joy, there was
also, mingled sorrow. This was on the
part of the elders who had seen the
former temple. The meanness of the
present temple In comparison with
Solomon's temple caused their praise
to be drowned with their sorrow.
These people belonged to that class
who think that nothing now Is so good
as In the former days. So completely
were these voices commingled that the
people could not discern the one from
the other.
III. The Building of the Temple Delayed by Opposition. (Chapters 4 and
5). For a time matters went smoothly
with them, but as soon as the work
had taken such shape as to show that
there was some prospect of success,
Samaritans began to
the
oppose them. No vital work of God
will be allowed to go on without opposition. Satan resents and bitterly opposes all Inroads upon his kingdom.
These Samaritans sought to frustrate
this work of God by :
(1) An Alliance With the Jews
(4 :2, 3). They wanted to bring the work
In harmony with their own religious
practices, as God's pure worship "would
be a constant rebuke to them. This is
ever the way of the world, to seek to
effect a compromise with God's Children; but God's call Is separation.
"Come out from among them" (2 Cor.
6:14-18Nothing so weakens God's
cause as worldly alliance and compromise. There Is but one answer to be
given to snch an offer of compromise.
"Ye have nothing to do with us In
building a house unto our God." We
are In the world, but not of the world.
(2) Weakening the ITnnds of the
People (4 :4). Doubtless this included
the withdrawal of supplies, the spreading of dissension among tbe workmen,
and the employment of counselors
against them.
(3) Letters of Accusation to the Persian King (4 :8, 7). So severe was this
opposition that the building was delayed for a term of years. These counselors succeeded In creating douht as
to whether Cyrus had ever Issued a decree for their return. This wicked opposition resulted in the undoing of the
opposers, for search was made and a
copy was fonnd. Darius confirmed this
by his own decree, and directed that
aid be given from the royal taxes so
that the house of God might be built.
IV. The Tempi Completed and DedThe Prophets Haggnl
icated (8:14-18and Zaeharlah now appear, and by
warnings, exortations and entreaties
stir up the people so that the work
goes forward to a successful completion. Without their aid probably the
work would never have been completed.
Human nature at times needs to be
cheered and urged forward. These
prophets did not themselves work In
the building of the walls, yet their
work waa of even greater Importance.
It is generally found that this
Is so with the religious leaders today.
The wards af cheer and encouragement
of the Christian minister are needed
dally for those who labor In the building of the Lord's house. Were It not
for them many would give up the struggle. When the building was finished It
waa dedicated to God with great Joy.
This was possible because they had
bullded and finished their task according to the commandment of the Ood of
Israel. The service of dedication was
much after the order of that of Solomon's temple, only on a less magnificent scale.
).
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Indifference of Knowledge.

If Ignorance breeds contempt,

edge often breeds
Shatter Mathews.

knowl-

Indifference.

Gettysburg, that terrible three days'
battle fought on the first, second and
third days of July in 1863, marked the
turning point of the American Civil
war. The war did indeed continue
for two years more, but it was Gettysburg which broke the military power
of the South; which decided that the
United States of America should endure, the united country of a free
Gettysburg was "the high
people.
tide of the Confederacy."
Gettysburg lies in Pennsylvania,
miles southwest of
about thirty-fivA sleepy, unimportant
Harrisburg.
Pennsylvania village, It possessed no
strategic importance and but for accident probably never would have
served as the theater of the greatest
battle of our Civil conflict. Lee, directing his great Invasion of the North,
planned concentration of his forces
there. The ragged men of A. P. Hill's
advance Confederate corps Inspired
It is said by the hope of obtaining
shoes pushed hurriedly Into the hamlet and thereupon became involved in
spirited battle with Buford's Fed- eral cavalry division. Reynolds, coming up wtth an Infantry corps to support Buford, met his death on the
field, but nightfall of the first found
the Union forces holding the line on
tbe Cemetery Hill position. They had
been pushed back by superior numbers
and cut up severely, particularly in a
fierce attack led by the redoubtable
Jubal Early, with Ewell's corps. Still
they maintained a formidable position
upon which Meade, the newly appoint
ed Federal commander, decided to
Three more corps
make his stand.
were moved up during the night, while
Lee got his whole army Into position.
Thanks to a misunderstanding between Lee and Longstreet, who was
to attack the Federal left, the attack
on the morning of the second, like Napoleon's attack at Waterloo, was long
delayed. This gave the Northern army
time to get Into position on a horseshoe ridge, having its right on Culp's
hill. Longstreet's assault when It did
come, however, came with a desper- ate fury productive of some terrific
Frightful was the slaugh
fighting.
ter in the Peach Orchard, where
Gen. Dan Sickles holding an ad- vanced Federal position, misunderstood
'
ai illanHavjul an nrrlop tn wlthrirflur unit
saw his men go down like ten pins,
while he himself lost a leg.
In the meantime the commanding
positions of Round Top and Little
Round Top remained by some strange
oversight unoccupied. Their posses
sion might have been obtained by the
Confederates and might have spelled
for them victory had not the error
been discovered by Gen. G. K. Warren, Meade's engineer officer. Perceiving these crests to be occupied
only by signalers and realizing their
tremendous possibilities Warren hastily diverted some Maine regiments
who scrambled to the tops and there
found themselves almost instnntly engaged with eagerly advancing Southern
columns. The struggle here was desperate, but In the end the Maine men
prevailed.
However Longstreet and Hill actually broke through the main line of the
Third Federal corps, though because
they were not properly supported the
brigades which achieved this fent were
soon driven out again. Ewell swept
over Culp's hill, where the defending
force had been much reduced, but
Early's attempt to storm Cemetery
hill was repulsed.
With the coming of night Meade
found that with his line no longer c
horseshoe, but prolonged to the left,
he stood In danger of having both his
flanks turned. In council with his corps
commanders be encountered serious
discussion of retreat, but since Lee
had gained no commanding success
and since the necessities of the hour
were most serious, he decided In favor of continuing the fighting. He had
the advantage of Lee In numbers and
he had confidence In the steadiness of
his men. Upon this superiority In
force Is based the amusing story of
the Confederate scout, related at the
He declared that
reunion in 1913.
creeping to the Federal camp In the
darkness he discovered that "tbe
Tanks hnd all creation," since he distinctly heard the command :
Continents
"Universe attention I
fall In! By nations, right wheel!"
Also In the night Lee changed his
plan. Deciding that Longstreet should
not press his attack over the broken
ground, he directed that Ewell should
resume his hammering of Meade's extreme rlakt while the overwhelming
blow should be delivered by an attack on the center, comparable with
the charge of the Guard at Waterloo.

For this duty there were assigned the
troops of Pickett's fresh and splendid
Virginia division, which constituted
part of Longstreet's corps. Long-strehimself never believed this
charge could have a chance of success. Between hlra and Lee there waa
ever afterward bitterness. But as for
tbe charge Itself, It was most gallantly delivered. It almost won.
Meade began the fighting on the
e
third day by aiming a heavy
at Culp's hill, which after
four hours of fighting was retaken
from the Confederates.
This, however, dirt not deter Lee from following
his original plan. He was determined
that Pickett should make his grand assault. In preparation, Alexander, the
Confederate chief of artillery, opened
with one long line of seventy-fivof Hill's guns
guns, while sixty-fivcame Into action on the left. Against
these the Federals, cramped for space,
could oppose but seventy-five- ,
and the
fire of these was soon stopped that
they might be held to meet the Infantry attack.
Longstreet, still certain the result
could be only failure, could not bring
himself to order the advance, but
shortly before two in the afternoon
Pickett himself asked and obtained
permission to go forward.
There followed one of the most desperate charges In history, beside
which, when one reckons in loss of
life, such an exploit as that of the
Light Brigade at Balaklava becomes
To reach the
almost child's play.
Union line the Virginians had to cross
1,800 yards of ground swept by terrible rifle and artillery fire. All three
of Pickett's brigadiers went down, two
killed and one, Kemper, desperately
wounded. The Union troops, Gibbon's
division and a port of the Second
corps, all under Hancock, held unflinchingly. Lieutenant Cushlng, commanding a battery, held In his entrails
with one hand while with the other be
helped roll a gun Into position, crying out, "Give them one more shot,
Webb." The slaughter was frightful,
but the dauntless Virginians actunlly
broke Meade's first line before they
withered under the fearful fire and,
abandoned by their support, fell back.
Brigadier General Garnett, who had
leaped the wall with his hat on his
sword, died under a Union gun carriage.
This ended the battle. Afterward
there was only a retreat which might
have been a rout, had the Union troops
pressed their advantage or had Lee
been less prompt and skillful In rallying his men. The Confederates lost
30,000 out of a total approximating
75,000. Of Pickett's division, which
charged 4,500 strong, 3,303 were left
on the field. Meade's losses were
out of 82,000, but the Confederacy
had attained Its greatest success and
had seen that success wane into hopeless failure.

The Moon In Japanaaa Poetry.

Magaicna. What wag, what droll fellow ever thought of choosing the name
Babylon for a south shore. Long Island, clam and flatfish village, the
chronicles fall to relate. Its gardens
hang right side up, and bear potatoes
In a highly respectable and patriotic
manner, and the once Justly famous
daughters of Babylon are as scarce at
hanging gardens, for they simply d
not exist. The moment the Babylon
Ian female attains that age when i
single swift glance at a male of the
genus suffices to tell her the precise
figure of his Income, she takes the
to the better husband stalking
preserves 40 miles to the west and
she does not return.

e

'

Japanese fondness for

moon-gazin- g

must not be Interpreted aa a pure feeling of Joy In the presence of beauty;
It Is mixed with melancholy sentiment,
saya the New East The soul la
touched with strange and deep pathos
when looking at the moon with night
sky as background and silence.
had the Idea when he said:
"As L in solitude, look attentively upon the moon, I seem to merge Into oneness with her." This attitude toward
nature quite differs from that which
one feels at sight of tBe first touch of
day a spot of high light upon the
top of Mount FnJL
Modern' Babylon.

Forty miles from New York In the

direction of Berlin and Just behind the
Success,
Fire Island lighthouse, which we used
so
not
does
much
"Success
depend to trail from
g
liners In
as
on
on external help
old days before the war,
the
good
Abraham Lincoln.
when cats might look at kings and the
simplest dtlsen of these United States
Life Means Service.
at the good things In tbe shop winTbe great fart is. that lire is a Mer- dows of the Rue tie la Palx without
ries. The only question Is: "Whoie being classed aa a casus belli. Is Babywill we server Faber.
lon, Ralph Barton writes In Cartoons
home-comin-

--

counter-offensiv-

e

e
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An Aerial Shepherd.
The gallant little republle of Venezuela, which may shortly come In on
the side of the allies, boasts of a remarkable bird which can be trained to
Not
tend flecks, says London
as It Is called,
only does the
take the place of the sheep dog, but It
Is frequently used to guard the home
of Its owner.
When the Indians capture a
they find little difficulty In training it to domestic use. It Is attached
to the farmyard and performs the
same duties as a faithful watchdog. A
soon learns to know and
obey the voice of Its master. Its usual
gait Is slow.tind sedate, hut sometimes
It will execute most eccentric movements, waltzing and pirouetting In a
very absurd fashion. Instances are recorded where these strange birds have
defended their charges from attacks
of wild and savage animals, and even
driven them off.
Tit-Bit-

k

k

Test of Endurance.
Human endurance Is seldom tested
so severely as among the postal messengers of the Chinese government between Peking and Lhassa. These messengers are picked and trained men,
who In times of great urgency are re
quired to cover 4,500 miles between
the two capitals, on horseback, In 36
days, or 125 miles a day.
The messenger's letters. Inclosed In
a yellow bag, are never taken off his
back except when he changes his
He changes
dress, once a week.
horses every few miles, eats and sleeps
In postal stations. Is under the most
rigid restrictions as to articles of diet,
and la permitted to sleep only four
hoars
Cay.

I will work and reat and play at the
right time and In the right way, so
that my mind will be strong and my
body healthy, so that I will lead a useful life, aa an honor to my frienda
and to my country. Massachusetts
Health Creed.

pineapple Juice, and the Juice of hulf
a lemon, cook together In a double
boiler. Beat the yolks of three eggs,
add a tablespoonful of sugar, a fourth
of a teaspoonful of salt, graduully
beat In the hot fruit Juice and cook
over hot water until smooth and thick.
SOMETHING ABOUT BREADS.
When cold and ready to use add whipThere are enough kinds of bread to ped cream to make it of the consistenbe prepared In the home, which will cy desired.
save white flour,
It's easy to tell the toller bow beat to
be palatable and
carry hla pack,
offer
a
And no one can rate a burden'a
yet
variety.
Oat meal bread
weight till he feela the load on his
back.
may be prepared In
several ways and
SEASONABLE
DISHES.
makes a most acceptable, tasty and
Lay a thick slice of ripe tomato on
wholesome loaf.
a lettuce leaf, then on the tomato a
Oatmeal Bread.
Add a cupful of boiling water to a cupring of green pepper
Fill
Inch high.
ful of oatmeal and let It stand well
with
chopped mustard
covered on the back part of the stove
for an hour. Add when lukewarm to a
pickles, ripe olives and
pearl onions ; garnish
quart of light bread sponge, add sugar,
with sliced pickled walsalt and a tnhlespoonful of shortening,
nuts and serve any demix well, let rise, then stir and put
sired dressing.
Into the
pans, when risen
Bran Bread Sticks.
bake at once. This breud needs longer
baking than the bread that contains To one cupful of scalded milk add
three tablespoonfuls of shortening,
cooked oatmeal.
Cooked
Oatmeal Bread. Take a half a teaspoonful of unit and a
of molasses; stir till tbe
quart of cooked oatmeal left from
breakfast, add a half cupful of molas- shortening Is melted and the liquid
lukewarm, then add a cake of comses, cool snd add one yeastcake dissolved In a fourth of a cupful of water, pressed yeast, softened in a fourth of
one tublespoonful of salt and flour to a cupful of water, and one cupful nnd
make a sponge. Let rise an hour and a half of bran with as much bread
a half, then make Into loaves. Knead flour as can be conveniently mixed In
at first In the mixing bowl, then put with a spoon. The dough should not
be mixed stiff enough to kneed. Mix
It out on the board.
nnd cut and turn with a spoon or
Luncheon Bread. Take two cupful
of sweet milk, one egg, two tahlespoon-ful- s knife, cover, und let It rise to become
butof molasses, one half cupful of light. When It is double Its bulk,
and pull off bits of the
the
ter
tinners
two
of
sugar (brown),
grnhnm I
cupful
into
of a cupful of white dough, roll on a board and put
flour,
When very llgni
flour and a cupful of rornmeal, four bread stick pans.
Brush with the
level tenspoonfuls of linking powder, bake 15 minutes.
s
a teaspoonful of salt and
of white of an egg and return to the
a cupful of nut meats, chopped. Let oven to glaze.
Rhubarb Baked With Raisins. Peel
stand 20 minutes before putting Into
tbe oven. Bake one hour in a mod- the rhubarb unless very tender and
cut In
slices. For a pound
erate oven.
half
use
a
raisins
of
cupful of raisins
Corn Spoon Bread. Take one cupCover the
of sugar.
ful of scalded common!, one pint of nnd a cupful
water and let
sweet milk, a half cupful of flour, two raisins with boiling
cook until the water is evaporated to
tablespoonfuls each of sugar and melt- three
spoonfuls. Sprinkle with
ed butter, two eggs well beaten, a
rutsins and sugar In a baking
of bilking powder and a little
dish In layers and cook in the oven or
salt; bake 30 minutes.
on top of the range until tender but
Bran Bread. Four cupfuls of wheat
not broken.
flour,
bran, two cupfuls of whole-wheSteamed Pudding Without Eggs.
of a cupful of molasses,
two cupfuls of soft
a teaspoonful ench of salt and soda, Mix together
of stoned raisins,
two cupfuls of sweet milk, a cupful of crumbs, one cupful
half a cupful of molasses, one cupful
raisins and a tnhlespoonful of shortenof milk, half a teaspoonful of salt,
ing. Bake one hour.
half a teaspoonful of soda and half a
teaspoonful each of clove and cinnaLet me not hurt by any selfish deed
mon.
Two tablespoonfuls of cocoa
Or thoughtless word, the heart of foe
or friend;
be added for a change if desired.
may
Nor would I pass, unseeing, worthy
Turn Into a buttered mold and steam
need
two hours. Serve with hard sauce.
Or sin by silence where I should defend.
Chicken Salad. Allow equal parts
of cold cooked chicken, cut In small
CHICKEN FOR TWO.
bits, celery cut In small slices with a
little chopped cabbage, blend with
Many housewives who have but two mayonnaise and serve on lettuce
or three In family hesitate to buy loaves.
chicken except when entertaining as it lnsts so
When egga grow cheap, we'll surely
long. With an Ice chest
make a cake
Some happy afternoon for early tea.
will
one small chicken
what a Joyful thrill 'twill give to
And
serve three or four meals
know
for two, not giving very
That we may uae two egga, or even
three!
large servings to be sure,
-- Harriet W. Symonda.
but plenty enough to satisfy a good appetite. The
SOMETHING TO EAT.
second Joint Is a good serving rf grown
on a normally active chicken and with
We have been Instructed In several
a good helping of mashed potato, plenthis year to use cornmeal
ty of good gravy and another vegetable languages
save white
and
will make e good main dish even for
we are
flour,
the hearty man. The drum sticks may
all willing to do;
be boned, stuffed and used as another
here's hoping we
meal, the wings, neck and bark as a
do nut run out of
stew with biscuits and gravy and there
cornmeal.
will still be enough bits to combine
Corncake.
Sift
with apple, celery, and a few nuts to
together one cupmake a most sustaining salad for lunful of flour,
cheon. By planning to cook vegetables
of a cupful
with meat In a casserole, the meat seasons the vegetables and a small serv- of cornmeal, one third of a cupful of
of baking
ing will satisfy. Creamed chicken on sugar, four atenspoonfuls
of salt
toast may he one way to use the breast powder and
and other bits carefully removed from Beat one egg and one egg yolk; add
s
of a cupful of milk and
the bones. The bones, crushed nnd
stir Into the dry Ingredients with
cooked In cold water will make a cupful or two of good broth, which may three tablespoonfuls of melted butter.
Deviled Rabbit Melt half a
commence the dinner. Of course we
of butter in a chafing dish
will not enjoy chicken for four meals
closely following, but before there Is or a double boiler; add half a pound
opportunity for any spoiling It may he of common cheese cut thin and stir
constantly until It Is melted ; add
acceptably served.
of a teaspoonful of salt, half a
The back and neck may he made Into
a vegetable stew by adding carrots, teaspoonful of paprika, one
of plcalll or mixed mustnrd
onions, potatoes nnd celery with rice
and cooking a long time well covered pickle finely chopped, one tenspoonful
of Worcestershire sauce and the yolks
In the oven. For an Invalid the deliof two eggs beaten and mixed with
cate fillet taken from the breast broilof cream ; stir constanted In a
paper, makes a half a cupful over
boiling water until
ly und cook
most dainty
thick. Serve at once for
and
smooth
The breast may be cooked, cut In
luncheon or supper on hot crackers
slices and served as sandwich filling or bread toasted
on one side.
with bacon, making a most popular
Tango Salad. Peel and halve and
and satisfying sandwich.
core ripe. Juicy pears, and if desired,
Chicken Jelly. Take one chicken cut the
halves in thin slices without
breast cot fine, and add to a pint of
cutting quite through. Rub them with
hot chicken stock. Dissolve a package the cut side of a lemon, set a ball of
of gelatin In a little cold water and cream cheese or a few cubes of Roqueadd It to the hot stock. 8eason well fort In the cavity, set these on heart
and pour Into a mold. Serve cut In leavea of lettuce and pour over a
various shapes as salad or molded In dressing made aa follows: Beat a
small forms served on lettuce with fourth of a cupful of olive oil with a
mayonnaise or boiled dressing.
teaspoonful of vinegar, salt and mustard, half a teaspoonful of paprika,
Set
Salad.
heart
upon
Birmingham
of a cupful of chilli
and
of
slices
two
leaves of lettuce
pineapsauce, nnttl well blended, then beat
the
sections into a cupful of mayonnaise.
ple, cut half way through
for eating and In the center place a ball
of seasoned cream cheese after covering the whole with dressing. To Drake
the dressing take a half cupful of the

new numbers Introduced Into their,
Crepe de chine has proven as durvaudeville.
able and as dainty as fine bntlste, nainOf course, they must have their
sook, or tbe finest muslins, for making
contest, and tnelr looking
lingerie. All undergarments are to be
had In silk or cotton, In exquisite Into a mirror in a durk room and the
weaves of both. Choice between them always amusing "shadow show." The
Is to be. settled according to Individual last requires only a sheet stretched!
taste fpr they are equally well made up In a doorway between two rooms.
One of them Is darkened, for the specand beautifully trimmed with
tators, and the other furnished with s
and lace.
Just now the graceful empire styles single very bright light which throws
the actors' silhouettes on the sheet
are having a speclul vogue for negligees, nightgowns and chemise. In the Home one may read a story or, legend,
Inst garment the envelope pattern is to be Illustrated by the actors that
at least as popular as the older plain pass across the sheet, and close to It
home-grow-

n

apple-

-eating

h
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table-spoonf-

one-fourt- h

half-Inc-

rbu-bar-

three-fourth- s

3S,
EMPIRE 8TYLES IN LINGERIE.

chemise and Is likely to gain the lead
as It Is never Inconvenient to walk in.
Sometimes the plain garment will gather up about the knees and have to be
straightened out. For this same reason bloomers are preferred to short
underskirts, and silk makes the liest
petticoats for walking.
A lovely night dress of crepe de
chine Is shown In the picture above
with an envelope chemise to mntch. It
Is laid In flnt box plaits across the
front and back, fastened down on the
underside to a line below the bust.
Slashes In the material, buttonhole
stitched about their edges, allow a narrow satin ribbon snsh to be run
through. It Is tied loosely with long
loops und ends at the side. The gown
may be made without the slnsbes for
those who would dispense with the ribbon girdle.
There Is a narrow Ince edging above
a small beading nbnut the neck, carrying baby ribbon. Tnbs of val lace Insertion are set In the silk all about
the top of the gown nnd sleeves. The
sleeves are merely short puffs, but In
many models they are longer, reaching
to the elbows and loose nt the bottom.
The chemise has no sleeves but Is supported by satin ribbon like that used
as a girdle, over the shoulders.
for women have
Undergarments
reached the limit of fineness and dnln- -

as their cue comes.
Funny stories
pleuse everybody.
Processions of spooks, carrying
small lanterns, and calling at neighbors' houses on their rounds, mako
the youngsters have the time of their
lives. T'loy become ghosts, black cats,
witches or animated pumpkins, simply
by making uinsks of crepe paper. Ono
of these masks Is shown in the picture.
A "Halloween pie," for a table centerpiece. Is shown at the right of the
picture. It Is made of paper over a
When tbe
round pasteboard box.
"pie" is ready to serve, the box Is
filled with all sorts of nonsensical toys,
each attached to a strip of yellow
baby ribbon. The ribbons are brought
through an opening in the center of
the pie at the top, and each ribbon Is
extended to one plate at the table. On
by one the guests draw forth their
portion, wrapped in a piece of paper,
and when all are drawn, they are unwrapped.
The children always enjoy tbe
"fish pond," where each ono
muy cast a line once into a curtained
off corner and bring forth some kind
of prize. Flappers date on "post offices" where each receives a letter
containing her fortune and everybody
likes a mysterious fortune teller who
reveals the future each year, even It

three-fourt-

three-fourth-

table-spoonf-

one-fourt-h

table-spoonf-

d
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GAMES

FOR

HALLOWEEN.

tlness of materials. There Is little difference In price between the cotton
and the silk ones and even In the most
expensive things, as In the case of
blouses, fine cottons vie with silk,
equally sure of favor with the most exacting people.
Ibe next thing on the year's
for the younger generation is
We
Jie celebration of Halloween.
might as well provide entertainment
for tbe youngsters at home, otherwise
they will go out and provide It for
themselves In ways that may not suit
the neighbors. But they will take delighted Interest in the
Halloween frivolities varied by any

d
the complexion of the promised
Is totally different with each new
Halloween.

Odd Collars and Cuffs.
Many of the new dresses are to feature collars and cuffs and as novel charAt first there seemed
acteristics.
to be nothing particularly distinguished about such adjuncts, but the truth
is that cuffs have come In with something of a rush and are being used to
lift plain little dresses of serge or of
satin out of the commonplace rut of
His Joke.
ordinary modes.
"Wayne got off a great mother-la-la8ome of the belts are In two and
Joke the other night"
three strand suggestions, and In some
"That's sot What was ItT
"He said he was very fond of her." 'Dataacea they are used only across

the sides, or else merely across tbo
front and back.

one-four-

huo-ban-

pro-cra- m
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About Waistcoats,
Fancy vests are quite the smartest
accessories to dress that fashion has
Introduced this season.
They lend1
a distinctive touch to the new fall
suit and no wardrobe Is complete
without them.
They are made of
satin, faille, moire, Sammy cloth, brocades, broadcloth and novelty silks.

11-0- 4

To Ba Admired.
admire
you
Friend Of course
Shakespeare?
Manager I should say I do. AnySS0 Species of Parrots.
could make the success he
There are 850 species of parrots, body who
did without Introducing ragtime or
chiefly confined to tbe warm parts of
was a wonder.
America, Asia, Africa and Australia.
There are none In Europe and none In
Cruel Pa.
Asia west of the Indies; snd while
"Did yon tell your father I had been
numerous In the Malay archlpellago,
they are wanting In China, Cochin on a long yacht cruise and was a real
China and tbe Philippine Island. The Uve saltr
"Tea; and he aald be was glad, as
only species native to the United tares
Is the Carolina parrot
you'd always been too fresh."
turkey-trottin-

g

Unpoetlc
Idealist I shall leave footprints on
the sands of time.
Practical Person What fort Nobody will want to go "round looking
for footprints. What we want to do
for posterity Is to help build some good
roads.

A

ter

little

Cure for Oily Skin.
alcohol diluted with rose wa-

for removing
,
appearance from the skin. On
chin and about the nose, whero
tbe oil glands are the largest and most
active, sponge thoroughly. Two or
three times a day will not be too taarfc.
for an oily, fat skin, but with a dry,
fine skin once a day should be enougja.
la recommended

tbo-oil-
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ESTANCIA VALLEY TOWNS'
HOLD' MEETINGS AND
ADOPT RESOLUTIONS

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF

"FOUR-MINUT-

Hitt. of Willard. was a bnsi- ness visitor in Santa Fe this week.
R. L.

v

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the State

People of the Estancia valley are
in earnest in trying to
verynilmuch
in thflr nnwpr tn Wppn anv
part of their railroad fro being dis- Dr. James A. Rolls has returned mantled. Meeting have been held in,
to the city from an extended trip lVw"? " "".V,to dis- - Ah,
..... -i
icia.
j.

General and Personal

An

tuu.

ANY

The

"

enl

'

..,

MEETING

Men" of New
are getting ready to do even
bigger and more important work in
the matter of keeping the people of
the state informed as to the war
Reception Tuesday Night
A reception will be held at St. its progress and its needs. At the
M.
E.
Church
John's
Tuesday night conference of these workers, held in
in honor of the new pastor Rev. F. Albuquerque last week the following
E. Lochridge who will have charge resolution was
aoopiea:
of the parish in this city.
"Be It Resolved, by The New Mex- the
Section
of
National Four
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"Be It Resolved: That persons in
charge of such gatherings .are urged
to make application for speakers m
advance to the respective local chair
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The football team of the'Alamo-ganizatiogordo high school played the El Pase
high in El Paso last Saturday. The
New Mexicans had very much the
lighter of the two teams, the Texans
by the score of 45 to 0.
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200 K. W. 7c per K. W.
300 K. W. 6c per K. W.
400 K. W. 5c per K. W.
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All in excess
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of the above at 4c per K. W.

Special Rates for Cooking.
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Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, AH Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid, N. M., Anthracite
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.
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GOOD THINGS TO EAT
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Bakery Goods
Coffee Cake
Apple Pie
Raisin Bread
Raisin Pie
Fruits
Bananas
Oranges
Peaches
Grapes
Apples
Vegetables
Sweet Potatoes
Celery

Lettuce
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WE HAVE THEM ALL
' S
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FIRE INSURACE

ILIFE INSURANCE

SURETY BONDS
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AUDITORIUM HOTEL

'Most convenient Hotel in Denver for Shopping.
Only 1 block from Denver Dry Goods Company.
Only xi blocks from Lewis Dry Goods Co.
Only 2Yi blocks from Joslin Dry Goods Co.
Only 4 blocks to Daniel & fisher Dry Goods Co.
and all the
Only 3 blocks to the 3 main theatres
main picture shows.

1

F
TWO NEW MODERN,
GARAGES JUST FINISHED WITHIN ONE HALF BLOCK OF HOTEL.

2.

1

,

FIRE-PROO-

-

The main street car line one hall
block away (for quiet) reaches every

part of the City and City Parka.
The main auto State thoioughfara
from North and South proes past ear

he-fo- re

-

c

.....

f

4

-

h

1

door.
The Auditorium Hotel Is comfort
able. You feel just like yon wert)
at home. The ladies lounging rooat,
which has jus been lately completed on the first floor, adds greatly to
the comfort and convenience of th
guests.

RATES AND PRICES ARE REASONABLE.
The dinng room is attractive and prices very;
modest. The a la carte menu and table d'hote
meals are both used.
Watson Bros, own the Hotel and furnishings
TRY THE AUDITORIUM NEXT
TIME YOU COME TO DENVER.

